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After visiting orchards and nurseries
England. France, Switzerland, Bel>tfoe Hours—9 to 12— 1 to 4.
gium, Holland and Germany, I find that
the nurseries and farms are well cultivated. but the orchards, as far «
F. 3MITH,
have seen, have been poor, but little
Attorney at Law,
cultivation and but little spraying
MAINE.
Trees are headed too high, and conNORWAY,
The only
Collections a Specialty- sequently the fruit is poor.
11. rue Block.
good fruit 1 found in England was
erowu under glass, especially the
A PARK.
es.
They Lave a promising crop of
winter apples, but only a small number
Attorneys at Law,
Wbile many thousands of
of
trees.
MAINE.
BETHEL,
trees are grown against walls, this is not
EUery C. Park
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a profitable way lo grow them as a commercial business.
Λ WHEELER,
In France, 1 found the peaches and,
apples very poor, with some good speciAttorneys and Counsellors at Law, mens of pears growing and maturing
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well. The peaches grown
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
glass are not to bo compared with ours
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
price of fruits is out of reason,
and that decreases the sales. In
&
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each county for sale.
encouraged in finding the great oppor(Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
tunity the market» of Europe afford for
The fruit growers
our American fruits.
of the United States and <^an»da who
will grow and pack only good fruit have
a treat future through the export trade.
It would now take many years for the
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
Europeans to grow enough fruit to supply their people. 1 doubt if H will vnr
be done. They want our fruit inι England
The editor of the Garden Chronicle said to me that they welcome AmeriMore fruit
can fruit in their markets.
from America should be sent to Eur°P®
and the price should be in reach of every
laboring man; by doing this, many
of
times the present quantity
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing,
would be consumed. The Europeans
and Iron.
are not fruit eaters like the Americans,
and we as American fruit growers
1:1-1-11.
Telephone
should cultivate their trade to our
mutual advantage.—Orlando Harrison,
Berlin, Md., in Country Gentleman.
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Ro«ky Mountain Tea Nuggets
A liasv M*lioine for Bus^ Pocpl·.
Bri-gi Gclaoa Health aad Renewed Vigor.

A sneeifii; fvr Constipation, in lijiest oii. Live
η··..| Kitln.-. Tr«.ub!<"*. ΓίιτιρΙ··-». Kzema, Impure
bl>x»l. Κι 1 Br»·!» 1· Slmtif'eh Bcwt-ls, Headachf
It's Rocky Moiiutain Tea in tabanl
let forn:. 3." ceuis a b-li.-nuin» made by
Hom.istek I)nCompany, MaOisou, Wi.-i.

GOLDEN N'JGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and

Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

[astern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.
Jl.OO.

Steamships "Governor Dingley" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week days only at 7 P. m.,
for Boston.
Rotiivnlng
Union Wharf. Boston,
only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.

Leave

days

Through tickets on sale at
railroad stations.

Freight

rates

as

low

as

week

principal

other lines.

All cargo, except Live Stock, is insured agaiust tire and marine risk.
J. F. L1SCOMB, General Aeent.
Portland, Me.

CATARRH
Ely's Cream Balm
It quickly absorb*!.
Gmes Relief at One·.

It cleanses, soothes,
h^als au J protects
the diseased mem·
brane resulting from
Catarrh an«l drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Kt<~||AV ΓΓΜΓΟ
stores the Senses of HM Τ Γ bV Lll
Taste and Suu-U. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists op by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
Ely Brothers, 5β Warreu Street, New York.
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No successful treatment is known
Ah soon ax the disease appears the well
hogs should be placed in clean pens,
diseased ones aud
remote from the
guarded in every possible way from infection.—F. D. Russell, Orono, Me., in
Turf, Farm and Home.
In the Man.

Farming, as a business or a calling is
all right. It pays generously for the
capital and the labor put into it. If

there is any trouble over the profit or
the income of the business the reason
for it lies with the man and not with the
farm. When a farmer encounters an unsuccessful outcome to his efforts it is an
easy way to charge it up against the
business and become disgusted with
farming. Instead it would be more to
his advantage to look at the matter in
its true relation and become disgusted
with himself for having a failure.
Across the way a farmer has just taken
seventy Ave dollars from the canning
factory for the cut of sweet corn grown
of an acre of land.
on three-fourths
This land is in no sense superior in its
natural adaptation to the lot over the
fence belonging to another man that returned not quite half the crop. Another is now digging a crop of two bun
dred bushels ot market potatoes to the
acre, while his neighbor, plainly within
sight on the next farm, is getting
scarcely more than enough to meet the
cost of digging.
In farming there is altogether too
much charging up our failures to the
when ourseason or to the business,
selves only are at fault. It is rare indeed that nature fails to do her part in
bringing forth succoss in paving measErrors in
ure in our farm operations.
judgment, errors of management, lack
of effort, failure to put in the needed
work at the right time, are the usual
reasons for the many partial failures, or
the entire failures, when they are en-

countered.
Farming rightly conducted is a goodly
paying business on the capital and the

Angelo Cavalieri,
*

neverjeon

!£.

FIRST CLiNN FARE SI.00.
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Hog Cholera.

The most serious disease affecting
swino is knowu as hog choiera but in
Maine the disease is so rare that
a
majority of people haTe
i-ase
It is in the corn belt that It is
particularly destructive. Io
It pre
the disease is always present
vails most seriously during the late fall
and winter and ie comparatively ™re
during the spring aud summer. The
cause* for this periodic increase are not
difficult to find but they do not particularly concern us here in Maine exan indirect way.
Hog cholera is
a very infectious disease and not a year
is
some herd in
there
i«oes by but what
this state affected with it.
here in one of two ways. Occasionally
for breeding pura hog is purchased
poses from Borne infected herd or again
ho^s may be fed scraps of raw I^rk tha
came from other hogs that were killed
after they had contracted hog cholera.
To avoid danger from purchasing hog
choierait is only necessary «hen
is purchased from a possibly infected
herd, to keep the purchased animal awa>
from other hogs for two weeks. If he
remains well for this time he can then
safely be put in with other hogs. In
the region where hog cholera is most
that in
common it sometimes occurs
order to avoid more serious
the disease first appears in a herd the
send everything that is in
owner will
fair condition to market and have them
killed before they have time to die from
disease. Under government inspection
it is oossible that few hogs that really
have hog cholera even in an early stage
will pass the inspection but it «
probable that some may. That this has
occurred in the past when
When
was not so rigid is undisputable.
infected pork reaches our Maine
markets the retail butcher cuts it up and
sells the trimmings with other refuse of
his shop to some farmer to feed his
hogs or the pork is cut up in » hoarding
house or hotel and scraps of the id·
I cooked meat find their way into the
waste barrel aud somebody s hogs eat
them. Most of the hog cholera in this
state can be traced to the feeding of
I he
hotel or boarding house swill.
only absolute safety from this danger is
to cook this waste before feeding it.
When hog cholera gets into a herd of
hogs it spreads rapidly among those
that are in the same pen. Aud it is
usually fatal in from one to three wee1"·
Occasionally a hog will make a linger g
recovory but not often. The
of bog cholera are a poor appetite,
dull, stupid appearance, a
tait and red patches on the skin of the
under part of the body and ineido of

we

_

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwaotf A Fork··, South Parte.

labor invested in it. If a person is ambitious to make more money he has only
to enlarge his investment and employ
more labor, the same as m°n in other
business are forced to do to bring about
like results.—Maine Farmer.

report comes from Hampton
Falls, X. H., that the caterpillars of
the brown-tail moth bave died in great
nnmbers just beforecoming to maturity.
The

Such was the end of the notable raid
years ago of the forest-tree caterpillars
in our state. May it also be the beginning of the end of the brown-tails.—
Maine Farmer.

was

IS ht ffebu Mayor

hatched, the twenty-fifth

B*ttd

day of last March, a Hock of White
Wyandotte chicks; the twenty-sixth day
of August pullets began to lay and up to
the present writing, Oct. 6th, have laid

being nearly as large as most
yearlings. We expect to get something
fine when we put onr pure-bred sire on

such cows as these. We also have a
grade Ilolste'm cow that the 24th of last
January gave us twin bull calves. Veal
was made of both of them, selling for
$21.60. This cow has milked up to Oct.
1, 6506 8 pounds of 2 9 per cent milk.
We are about to turn two hogs from
the farm, the heaviest weighing 697 1-2
Yorkshire
pounds of the
breed.—H. C. Black, Superintendent, in
Maine Farmer.

pure-blood

Clover Ensilage.
I write briefly of a matter of no small
interest to dairy farmers. Two years
ago, at Bonnymeade Farm, Maine, 1 suggested putting the second crop of clover
in the silo, at the bottom, underneath
the corn. It made an almost perfect
feed for the following early summer,
before grass bad started much in pastNow Mr. Pope has made a furures.
ther advance, as I have just been informed by receut letter. Will you kindly
print the quotation from that letter, as I
believe it to be of much importance to
eastern dairy farmers.
"Perhaps you will be interested to
know," writes Mr. Ned Pope, under date
of Sept. IS, "that the clover ensilage,
left without covering when we stopped
feeding in the latter part of May, was
not molded at all when we began feeding
the middle of July except for about a
foot around the walls, the surface being
merely dried over a bit and all right for
feeding. For summer feeding it seems
far better than corn ensilage, for there
was no waste by spoilage, no matter how
slowly we fed."
To prove that Mr. Pope has been successful with his large herd of Jerseys
I need only add that notwithstanding
pastures burned by drouth and grain
ruinously high in price, his average
production for the year ending Sept. 1
has been almost 7*>00 pounds of milk
per cow (to be exact, 7420 pounds).
There is no guess work about it, for the
milk of every cow is carefully weighed
and recorded at each milking. It means
an average of better than 400 pounds of
butter per cow—in a bad year like 1908.
What a large value the silo has for
'cropsdifficult to cure, like second-crop
clover! Hurrah for clover ensilage.—W.
A. Conant, Boston, Mass., in Country
Gentleman.

Keep the Pigs Qrowing.
The man who makes anything out of
the raising of hogs is the man who
keeps his pigs growing from birth till

the time be takes to market. This is
the cheapest way of production, and the
only profitable way in these days of
high priced feed.
When a pig is once stunted and allowed to go back, it will take him more
time to catch up, and he will never be
in as healthy condition, and grow as
well in the future as he would have done
if he had been steadily pushed from
birth. We want to keep our stock
healthy, and fed well to keep them
growing. The sooner we can get a pig
to market the more profit there ie in it
for us.
Feed the pig on a growing ration and
as he grows older it Ib time to think of
laying on more fat, of course we must
not let him get poor, but do not let him
get too fat, but rather encourage grow-

ing.

The good healthy pigs which are the
most profitable pigs, are neither too fat
nor too poor, but just in good, thrifty
condition.
The object is to keep the pigs growing from birth, and get them into market at as early an age as is possible, for
the longer we have to feed a hog the
more it taken out of our profit.—E. J.
Waterstripe in National Swine Magazine.
The

Prevailing

Drouth.

Rare indeed is it that so burning a
drouth is recorded as is now parching
the land over the principal part of our
state.
Nor in it confined to the limits of
a single state, but unfortunately extends
throughout New England and beyond
In this
even to the Mississippi River.
state, fortunately, the long continued
drouth did not reach its present extreme
severity so early in the growing seasou
the growing
as to seriously cut down
crops, save the grass in pasture and in
the haytield. Cultivated crops in the
main have rewarded the labors of the
grower with only moderately paying returns, but at the eame time in sufficient
bounty to come into the account on the
paying side. Corn has made a full average yield in this state, but in what is
knowu as the "corn belt," where the
principal commercial corn is grown, it
is not proving up to the crop of last
year, and hardly yet is so far advanced
in ripening as to be safe from damage by
frost. A
leading Chicago journal,
speaking of the situation, pronounces it
"one of the most distressing drouths
that has afflicted the country in many
years." It is quite certain that we shall
have to pay high prices for corn and
other grain feeds for another full year.—
Maine Farmer.
The Digging of a Drain

should begin at the outlet. A skillful
drainer will minimize the amount of
digging by having a narrow ditch, with
sides tapering to a bottom just wide
enough for the tile. As the bottom of
the ditch is neared, the five-foot stick
with the cross-bar is used as a guide for
securing the exact depth, the bottom of
the ditch being scooped out until the
tup of cross-bar just touches the cord
when the foot of the stake is at the
ditch bottom, the stake being held
exactly vertical. When the first 100
feet has been dug and graded, the cord
may be shifted to the next 100, and «ο
oo.—Prof. J. B. Reynolds, Ontario, in
New England Homestead.
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The Hour
By ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE.

ticularly promising.
We are building up a pure-bred herd
of Holsteln stock, having secured three
bead this past spring—two heifers and a

ments

on

G. I. Brotdhwifi Suec«Mful

The Man

268 eggs.
We have batched the past season between 1000 and 1100 chicks. They have
been fed the dry mash feed, wholly,
from time of hatching, similar to the
formulae given out from the Maine
Experiment Station; I making a slight
change. Some of the cockerels are par-

bull—from the herd of Dr. J. W. Davis
of South Portland. We have some very
good grades, the cow Marcie giving us
July 31 twin heifer calves, very much
alike and in general make-up bard to
beat. The dam of these calves, working
under abnormal conditions, not doing
well when she calved and having pneumonia, her temperature going as high as
106—has milked 57.5 ponnds of 3 7 per
Another grade
cent milk in one day.
has milked 55.7 pounds of 3 8 per cent
milk in one day; still another one milking 47.S pounds of 4 per cent milk and
giving a heifer calf that at six weeks
old shows up wonderfully as far as
udder and teats go, the udder develop-

had tola me swell a tnmg I would not
have believed him, hut I myself heard
It. And I heard his splendid answer."
ing committee room. The messenger
"But, yon know, ! was joking! That
two
the
had left ajar the door between
was just a trick to"—
rooms.
Realizing this and not wishing It
".Tust such a trick that made me
to be seen, Dallas shrank back toward
Yes, but
Then promise to be your wife?
the wall, fearful of detection.
had to do with a man—
the voice of one of the speakers sud- this time you
a man In a million—not with a poor,
denly arrested her notice.
credulous little idiot like me. And he
"Well," Bennett was saying In no esanswered you as I should have anpecially civil tones, "you said you wish- swered
yon had my eyes been opened
ed to speak to me in private. What
in time. I"—
have you to say? Be brief, for I am
"Dallas," groaned GIbbs, "for heavbusy."
en's sake don't look at me like that!
Finding herself the unwilling witness
can't bear It! I love you! And I"—
to what promised to be α confidential I
"And I In my criminal· folly promtalk, Dallas stole toward the door leading to the corridor, but Horrlgan. as teed to marry you!" she stormed. "I
was his custom, had locked it on goini:
you kiss me. My lips are degraded
She dared not enter alone the forever by that touch of yours, I let
out
crowded anteroom in her present state, you sjieak words of love to me. I broke
so hesitatingly she paused, forced to
a brave man's heart for your worthless
remain where she was. The sound of sake.
Oh, the shame—the horrible
another voice chained her to the spot, shame of It all! But I shall thank God
and, unconscious of eavesdropping, she on my bended knees that I have found
stood spellbound, hearing every word tut the truth before It was too late."
"Too late?" he echoed In horror, his
distinctly through the half open doorvoice rising almost to a scream. "Dalway.

Horrlgan's office.
Instead, they stepped Into the adjoin-

near, did not enter

Λ

Hebron Sanatorium Farm Notes.
At the Maine Sanatorium Farm in

Copyright, 1BU7, by George H. Broad buret.

[CONTINUED.]
Scarcely had Ilorrlgan quitted tin·
rooiu when Terry aud Dallas entered

it

"You, could cut the atmosphere lit
there with u cheese knife." Perry was
saying. "Williams doesn't think the
Borough bill will come up for half an
We'd better spend the
hour or so.
time till then in here thau to stay there
and turn our lungs into a microbe zoo."
Dallas did not answer. She sat down
by the table and rested her head de
Jectedly on one little gloved hand The
sight of Bennett, his grave, hopeless
appeal to her; the calm, utter despair
of his bruve face—all these had affect
Terry noticed with
ed her deeply.

wyn. He"—
"Don't let's talk of him,

please,"

You've lost Dallas Walnwrlght."
inded of
"I hardly need to be ι
that," retorted Bennett, "and it is a
subject I don't care to discuss."
"But listen." pleaded Gibbs as the
mayor made a move as though to leave
"One minute! I say you've
I he room.
I've won Dalwon the Borough fight.

Can't we"—
"Well, what?" asked Bennett, with
ominous quiet as he paused in his de

know better now."
"Then, miss," broke in a voice from
the doorway, "you're entitled to anotb
"
er 'k»ow.'
Thelan, who, passing down the cor
ridor, bad heard her last words as he
reached the threshold, turned into the

parture.

"Can't we—strike some sort of bar-

gain?" said Gibbs tentatively.

"Explain, please," ordered Bennett,
deceptive calm.

with that same

room.

"Excuse me for buttin' in on a fam-

ily chat." he remarked, coming forward,
"but I'm pretty well posted 011 his

honor's charnoter, an" when I hear any
one knockin' him it's me to the but
What have you got against Mr. Bennett? 'None of your measly business."
says you. 'Quite so,' says I, an", that
bein' the case, let's hear all about it."
Something that underlay the seemlUK
impertinence of the alderman's bluff
upeech touched Dallas. On Impulse she

H

dependent on"—
penniless
"Fear
not, sister mine!" declared Terrj· in his best melodramatic
manner.
"Taupers, sayest thou? Par
Little Brother Terry will
be It so!
guard thee from the cold, shivery
swats of a wintry wind.
Maybe we
can sell violets or start a. fight club
and
thou

she asked, η new timidity transforming
her rich voice. "Do you know where 1
can find him?"
"Is it important? He's pretty busy."
"Very important!" she pleaded. "1
must see him at once."
"I'll look htm up," agreed Phelau,
"but I warn you he's too busy to see
S'pose you let me take
you Just yet.
you back to the rneetlu"? Our bill's
coniin* up in a few minutes now. an'
yon don't want to miss it. Then I'll
scare up his houor for you as soon as
he's got a spare minute an' bring you
back here to him. Sorry to keep you
waitln'," he went on as they started
toward the council chamber, "but before this session's over all sorts of

Harry Qarrlson.

Gibbs, emboldened
seeming complacence,
"suppose you give tip this Borough
light and I give up Dallas? I won her
by a trick. She doesnt really love me.
It is her pride, not her heart, that made
or"—
her throw you over and accept me. It
"Don't!" she urged, Jarred by his flip- is you she loves, and I've known It all
I"—
paney. "You don't understand.
along, and you are in love with her."
at

"As for that story of his honor's sellin' stock short and makln' a pile of
cash on his owu veto," put in Thelan
genuinely won led, "Horrlgan's looked
it up an' got enough facts to make blin
thiuk he can prove it. He's goin' to
make Williams tell the whole story to
It's a lie, of
the aldermen tonight.

In wonder.

"I mean Bennett lent me the money
to sell enough stock short to make up
for what you and I would lose If the
bill was quashed, and he gave me a
letter to his own broker. We carried it
through, aud now you aud I stand pat
to win whichever way the cat Jumps.
We're on velvet thanks to Alwyn.
"lie did this for us?" gasja'd Dallas
"But why didn't you tell
in amaze.
nie?
Why did you let me misjudge

on

other's

the

to marry you."
"You promise
that?"
critd
"Ye».'"
Gibbs elated. "I

promise

my
word of honor!
Is It
bara

ν

DALLAS,

.'eft

alone

iu

Horr!

follow her brother and Phomessenger, searching for Ilorrigau. bustled in. looked inquiringly at
the motionless, white faced girl, then
passed on to the committee room beyond and on again in his search until
the sound of his footsteps died. And
atill Dallas sat, inert, dumb.
Little by little she was piecing to
gethcr the facts of the long, miserable
complication Iu the light of what Perry had just told her. It was absurdly
easy now that she held the key of the
lan.

"Why," went

"What then?"
"Just this," returned· Gibbs, wondering at Bennett's quiet reception of the
strange offer. "She will marry me because she isn't the sort of girl to go
back on her promise, especially since
she looks on me as a sort of high minded martyr to your oppression, so if 1
hold her to her word she will not back
down. Now, if you, even now, withdraw your opposition the Borough bill
will go through.
Let It go
through and I
will break my
engagement to
Dallas Wain·
wrlght and
leave her free

course, but it'll hurt his honor a lot,
an' the worst of it is Bennett refuses
to deuy it"
"Ile does, eh?" remarked Terry.
"Then I'll do some talking about it.
I'll have to fracture a promise I made
Alwyn, but I guess It's worth while."
"What do you mean?" queried Dallas

gan's private room, sat at the
biy table, making no e&'ort to

A

situation.

She could understand every-

thing-bow Walnwrigbt had put her
fortune into Borough stock to intluence Iteuuott; how. failing to move the
latter, he had used Alwyu's knowledge

and out of her life.
Plielan, agog with eagerness for the
coming struggle In the aldennanlc
chamber, bustled past through the corridor. The alderman had many duties
today, and as the performance of each
brought him nearer to his longed fof

"Gibbs, I didn't think

\

there

no 1oul <i
you in nil the
world.''
uas

cur us

ou

gain?"
"Gibbs," replied A 1 w y u
slowly. "I did..'t

think there was
foul a cur as
you in all the
•so

tiiougnt ι understood now utwere, l>ut I didn't l<olleve there wns a man living who could
debase himself as you've just done."
"But"- began Gibbs, in bewilderment.
worm,

ι

terly rotten you

"Now you'll listen to me for a moment," cut in Bennett, silencing the Interruption "You say I'm in love with
Miss W'ainwrlght.
It is true.
I love
her in a way a dog like you could never
understand if be tried for a lifetime.
I'd give my life for one word of love
from her, but I'd sooner go forever
without that word than win It by a
dishonest deed that would prove me
unworthy of her. I asked her love as a
free gift and tried to deserve It. She
refused, and I wou't try to buy what
she won't give me, especially since the
price would make me as unworthy of
her as you yourself are."
"But you take the wrong view of It.
You see, if"—
"I see this much: I'll have to epeak
plainer to get my view of the case into
If ever again you
your vile mind.
meet me, stand out of my way. Don't
speak to me or come where I am. for
ti you cross my path again I'll trvat
you ten thousand times worse than
when I thrashed you In that football
game. That's all."
Benuett. restraining his wrath with
a mighty effort, turned od hie heel and

of the fact as a weapon agaiust the
young imn; how Reunett had sought
to save her fortune aud why he had
forbidden Perry to bias her feelings
by telling of the generous act.
strode off Into the corridor, leaving
"From flrst to last," she murmured Gibbs staring after him In dumb, Imin unhappy contrition, "he bas acted
potent despair.
honorably aud as be thought 1 would
When the broker had recovered himbave wanted him to and for my happiself sufficiently to start from the room
little
wretched
like
the
By careful investigation, it ha· been ness. Aud I.
Dallas Walnwrigbt stood before him,
found that the farmer who in the run fool I was, couldn't understand and
Her face was dead
the exit
"barring
of a year, turns hie milk into the creampublicly humiliated him. Ob, If only white, her big dark eyes ablaze.
into
or
butter
realize·
more
in
ery
It weren't too late to"—
"Walt!" she commanded. "I must
actual returns than the fellow who is so
A vision of Glbbs flashed before her speak to you—for the last time."
anxious to get his milk to market.
all
she
shuddered,
and
realizing
mind,
"Dallas!" gasped the desperate man,
Keep the skim-milk on the farm to feed
to the young cattle that they may grow that her rash steps bad entailed.
his drawn face turning positively yeland thrive as they don't seem to be able
"It is too late," she confessed to her- low. "You
were—you—you heard?"
to do on any other nourishment. I self, lighting back the bot tears that
"Mr. Bennett Just now called you
"
urge you strongly to work more of your seared her eyes. "But at least 1 can 'the foulest cur in all the
world,' said
milk into butter and keep the other to
tell him I know and beg bis forgive- Dallas, her voice scarcely louder than
assist in raising your stock.—Prof. J. L.
ness and thank him."
a whisper, yet every syllable stinging
Hills in Maine Farmer.
The sound of voices In the corridor as a whiplash. "He put it too mildly."
ber from ber bitter reverie
"But, sweetheart'—
Any dairyman who haa more milk roused
"
that
'Miss Walnwrlght/ please I heard
cows than he wants will find the beat She sprang up hastily, unwilling
stained
face,
ber
tear
see
should
sale by having them bring calves in the any
you offer to sell me to him Id exchange
drew
they
sneakers,
Farm
and Home.
bat the
though
fall.—Turf,
for bis conscience. If my own brother

the tinaucler. "And
Qai1 tbe uobertB
erJ to you I've plenty more counts

wheeling «bout

mS« «»·'

on

ϊί;

U°«În °tïe«'geoemlltle<>

aud vgue «·
cusatlons prove notblug, Bennett,
■veered Walnwrlgbt, drawlng courage
from Horrigan's coloeeal calm

aMura^oe. ^

HpeaklnK with more
Horrlgan and I are no schoolboys to
be scared by baseless threats
Come,
nil guesswork on your part
name one specific charge you cn

TW-J

now?
Pr»One

will

be

enough to convince

sjSSSSs

SswrisSSs

franchise? For'guesswork that does
eeem to me very bad."
Waluwrlght's hard mask of a face
twitched couvulelvely. but

th.__'««dy

r»r» —d άά*

SSmeatoocetobl.^*

cour,»
SSSJX
.-j-P"*
convicting
a man, and there is
no proof whatever of
Rpnnett
"Are you sure?" queried Bennett
Turning to Pbelan, he added:
«Please aek Mr. Thompson to come

before

lDihe

with

an

expansive

ο™»^ door oitb. farther

alderman,

«»ηβ

sssts»»5
JLe death»

with a atrange light as
stood Cynthia's

*££.
h l, wa8 no

of the administration ball. when.do

room

llorrigan he was positively
revenge
beaming with righteous bliss. Dallas
caught sight of him.
"Alderman!" she called faiutiy.
Phelau halted, still In haste to fulfill
his mission.
"Could—could I see Mr. Bennett?"

"Mr. Bennett." said she. "is opposing
the Borough bill, knowing we shall be
paupers if he defeats it. He also sold
Borough stock short before he announced his veto. What can one think
of a man who enriches himself at the
expense of his friends?"
"Gee." cried Terry, "that's a terrible
Bennett's the original man
thing!
higher up, I'm afraid. I wonder he
Isn't afraid to wear the clothes of such
a wicked geezer as himself!"
Don't joke about it!"
"Oh, Perry!
begged Dallas. "Can't yon see the seriWe shall be
ous side of anything"/

ΠΙΑ. PTE It XVI.

thing you are.
Now leave me.
please. Your
presence sickens me."
He
tried to
speak, but something of the lncon·
ef fable
"Now leave me, please, tempt
In
her
I our j>rctence gick8tea(jy eyes si·
cnH mc'
him.
1e η c e d
Without a word he slunk out of the
a

on

spoke:

111

level tones, "you
do not even
know how vile

•nore.

she

"Ile made nie promise net lu lot you
know a tiling alunit It. and"—
"Say. youngster." broke In Phelan.
tingling with excitement, "you come
cbasiu' along with me into the alderI'll have yon get tip
men's meet in*.
It'll
there an' tell what you know.
knock that lie of Williams' and Ilorri
gan's so hl;;b it'll forget to hit grotuf
There's sure
Come on, sou!
again.
liable to lie hot doin's iu the meetin' in
aliout eleven seconds. Come along!"

You
over?
aren't"—
"Scott Glbbs,"
answered
she
quietly, a world
of wondering
her
In
scorn
me

and"—
"Then the sooner it is treated to open
nir the better. Is"—
"You've won the Borough bill tight."
begun Glbbs.
"Is that all yon have to Bay to me?"
"No. You've won, but you've lost far

begged.
"Why not? He s the whitest chap
this side of Whiteville."
las.
"That's what I used to think, but I

I.I

las, you're not
going to throw

how to begin."
"I—I hardly
Glbbs was replying to Bennett's curt
"It Is a delicate subject
demand.
know

brotherly concern her look and attitude.
'Teellng faint?" he asked.
"No, I'm all right, thanks."
"You look pretty near as blue as Al-
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things is due to explode, an' we aln'i
hardly at the beginuju' of the excitement yet.
We're goiu' to make a
Fourth of July celebration in a giant
powder fact'ry look like a deaf mute
fun'ral by the time we're done."
CHAPTEB XVII.
¥ K'K in there!" observed I'he
I I Ian lu high excitement, jerk
Ι Ing his thumb toward a do >r
A A leading off the committer
room, "an' I've sent for Walnwright
an' llorrigan to meet your houor here
An' I've lixed it so the Borough bill
won't come up for ten minutes. Now.
ail that's left is to touch the punk to
the fuse an' set off the whole giddj
Gee.
bunch of fireworks under 'em.
but It's good to 'a' stuck to this old
world Just for the sake of beln' here
today an' seeln' what I'm due to see!'
The alderman chuckled, but his Joy
ous anticipation found no reflection in
Bennett'· white set face. I'he two were
In the committee room, whither Pile
lau Lad repaired after depositing I)ai
las In a chair beside her brother at the
meeting and attendlug to one or two

"Y

J

details of greater Import
"Yee," went on Phelau, again nod
ding mysteriously toward the farther
door, "he's In there, trained to the
minute for the blowout. There's some
one else wants to see you, too—som
one who'll make more of a hit with
you if I'm not overplayin' my hand
But good news can wait. There's so
little of It In this measly life that li

alderman

tive

'tnnet.
Q.it

one

bis

ldeni j

bad 1—
eod the trio
folk from which
I neian
with the gleeful

day.

Merged
IZ'l*
w,,-

and

o|

one

uuexpeotedlMouud^*WOO

ot them In the presence of notary,

stenographer and lawyers.
nt last was ready to be spruug.

to hta
BtThe financier for the first time
with
i,.„

vear

close association

Secretary met the younger man's gaze
seeing the latter droop in def
erentlal submission. Now be received
back Took for look from his forme.ab
lect slave and It was his own glauct
warred before that concentrated

Sont

,'r.t
*

"Thompson!"

he cried, and hie voice
bore a world of Incredulous
Before him stood the one man on
earth In whom Walnwrlgbt hadI e\e
placed implicit trust; to whom he ha
his gravest business eccrc«

reProacl\

•Inlidcd

sjsnLT-siAW
fronted him In the role of traltor-o
ixultant spy.
once
exclaimed
ne
"Thompson!
more, almost with a groan, as the secretary advanced Into the room uutU

waste no time going over details."
"Have you sent for us to say what
you'll sell out for?" queried Horrlgni·
coarsely, "because If you have y<>u'v<
only to name your price. You've go1
We've got to
us where you want us.

St"NV"

son^

Waluwrlght's

face grew gray. Bieath
less, unbelieving, he peered across at
the pallid features of his new foe. tr
tug In them the likeness to the old
friend whose ruin and death be ha
caused The haunting resemblance that
often vaguely occurred to him
,vhen watching Thompson at work no
returned lu double force. But now. a
In a flash, It was explained, and ft.

S

knew

that

his

tr"Yee."

secretary

spoke

went on Thompson In the'
ume choked, struggling Intona"°°'
ïou wrecked m>
uni Harry Garrison.
father's life. You drove him to suicU
\ou btg
You blasted his memory.
gared his children. I am bis
Now do you begin to
ry Garrison.
"You

see,

Mr.

Wainwrlght,"

Inter-

have"—
"Sure he has!" cut In Horrlgan.
"What'd I tell you last summer, Wainwrlght? I said then you were foolish
I said he'd stand
to trust him so.
watching, The minute I set eyes on
that lantern jawed, glum face of bis"—
"Played me false!" muttered Wainwrlght again, dazed and doubting the

evidence of hie own senses.
pay."
"Played you false?" jeered Thomp"I should have thought" replied Ben son.
"Played you false? Why else
nott, with no shade of offense, "yot. did I become your servant? What else
would know by this time that I have have I been waiting all these horrible
"
no 'price.'
years for? I've sat at your desk and
"Then what do you want?"
listened to your orders, never venturing
Now
to say my soul was my own.
"N'othiug—from you."
"Why did you send word you wanted you'll listen to me."
to see us?" growled Horrlgan Impa"Why do you bother with the little
tiently as he and Wainwright, unin traitor, Wainwrlght?" scoffed Horrlgan.
But the financier was standing movlted, seated themselves at the table.
"To tell you." "answered Alwyu. tionless, leaning on the table, his finglancing from one to the other, "that gers spasmodically gripping Its edge till
every step you two have taken in this the kuuckles grew white. Ridiculously
whole Infamous transaction from the like a cowed prisoner before the bar of
very first lias been carefully followed, Justice, he faced his fiery eyed youny
and, to use your own phrase, we've got Judge.
you with the goods!"
"Same old bluff!" commented Horrlgan contemptuously, with a reassuring
wink at the somewhat less confident

"They

sent for me," went on Thomp-

brokenly, Jerkily, scarce intelllgi
ble as the suppressed hatred of a dec
ade battled for expression. "They sen!
for me. My father had killed himself
Wainwright
"By tomorrow noon," resumed Ben- My mother lay dead, struck dowu by
ft»tt, "you will both be Indicted on a grief. Our honored old name was de
charge of bribery. Even now there are filed. My sister was a pauper. Who
You!
Oh, they
detectives on the watch for you. Es- had done all this?

cape Is impossible."
"You've
"Rot!" sneered Horrlgan.
no evidence that will Indict, and yon
know It Even if you had, don't I con
trol most of the judges and the district
attorney's office besides? Swell chance
you'll have of getting a conviction pasi
that bunch! Bah! Yon talk like a man
made of mud I s'pose it's the affair
of thoee Roberta note· you're counting
My
That don't feaze me any.
on.
lawyer can twist that around so it'll

look

like

a

No, no,
You'll have to think of
charity

gift

youngster.
something better if—
"And, anyhow," put In Wainwright
#>rvousiy, "you can't prove any confection on my part There's nothing
against me or"—
"1 thluk there Is." retorted Bennett

day I should have you at my feet,
Fate fought for me.
now I have.
made myself necessary for yon.

ne

I
I

your hardest orders. I found
out ways to please you. I fetched and
carried for you. I ran to anticipate
your lightest wish, as though I was
It was Ί hope
your adoring son.
you're satisfied, sir,' nnd 'Let mc do
that for you, sir,' and Ί am glad to
work overtime for you, sir, any time
you wish,' while every minute I had to
fight hard to keep from striking you

obeyed

dead!"
"I must go!" groaned Walnwrlght.
shuddering. "I can't stand this. I""Oh, I made you think me a para
gon!" resumed the youth. "You took
to testing my honesty and loyalty lu
clever ways that you thought I'd never
discover. I stood the tests. Then you
trusted me. You fool! As If the fact
that I wasn't a crook proved I wasn't
farther
your enemy! You could see no
than dollars and cents. When I didn't

steal those or sell the market tips you
gave me you thought I was Incorrupt!
ble and devoted to your interests Aud
all the time I"—
"You were listening at th? keyhole
that day last summer," broke in I lor
rlgan, "the time I pulled the olHce door
open, and"—
"Then and always," answered Thompson, "and," he added, his eyes returning to Walnwrlght's, "I copied every
confidential telegrnm or letter you sent

I took down In shorthand every private
Interview of yours. I tracked the
checks that completed your deals, nnd
when they came back from the vaults
I've goi
as vouchers I stole them.
proofs, I tell you—proofs—of every
crooked transaction you have dabbled
In for nine years. I've secured proofs
of every step In this borough franchise
bribery, aud I've turned them ail ovet
to the mayor hero. That evidence will
To state
send you to state prison!
prison, I tell you! To a cell, with
cropped hair and striped suit! I'll send
break your
you to prison, where you'll
heart and be branded forever «s a
convict! And when your term is up
I'll be waiting for you. and I'll kill
you! Do you hear me, yorP foul crin»
he shouted, screaming hyst« rIcally and foaming at the mouth in Ills
abandonment of Insane fury. "I'm go
lng to kill you! To kill you!"
inal?"

son

hushed It
up.
but I found it
out! I found it
out! And by my
murdered father's body I
knelt and swori·
I'd pay you for
IL I'd pay you
If It cost me my
life. I would
rulnyou In name
and fortune, asyou ruined my
father, and then
"And then I'd kill I'd kill you, as
you,'I m you killed you killed him!
I'd"—
my father."
With an effort that left him haggard
aiw) trembling. Thompson forced him-

rlgan. "That would be bad pontics.
The report will hold over till"—
"You're mistaken," Interrupted Bennett calmly. "I've sent a copy of that
report today to every paper In the city
and have accompanied It with α statement that I shall make good to the

city treasury every penny overcharged
in the library and aqueduct contracta.
So"-

Uorrigan

was

mouthed.

staring at him open

"Bennett," he muttered in genuine
wonderment, "I don't know whether
you're the craziest fool or the cleverest
politician in the etate."
"Your honor," humbly pleaded Wainwright, who for several minutes had
boon trying In vain to draw Bennett
aside for a private word, "I am an old
Is there no way of—of ehowlng
man.
•

me

mercy In

my"—

"Yes," retorted Alwyn. "You shall
receive exactly the same mercy you
have always shown to your own finan-

cial enemies -no more, no less."
"Oh, cut out the whine. Wain*
wright!" sneered Horiigau In high contempt as he linked his arm In the
broken financier's and hauled him
roughly from the room. "What's happened to your nerve? You're almost
You're still rich, and
as bad as Glbbs.
as long as you've got plenty of cash no
law In America need ever bother you.
There's lots of talk about indictments,
and arrests, and Investigations, and
and all that sort of rot

prosecutions,

But I don't see any millionaires going
to Jail. Come on across to my law-

yer's."

The boss and financier departed without a backward look, leaving Phelan
and Bennett alone on the late scene of
battle.
"Say, your honor," observed the alderman slyly, "there's one very important engagement you've clean forgot
Sit right where you are a minute, an'
I'll send the party In here and see that
nobody butts In on you till you want
'em to. Oh, but we didn't do a thing
to Horrigan! He'll have to watch
which way his toes point to see wheth-

he's eoln' or comln'I"
The alderman sped on his mission,
leaving Alwyn seated aloue, dejected,
miserable, In the deserted committee
er

room.

Now that the criais was past his
heart was strangely heavy. He bad
won. But at what cost? At the loss of
all be held dear.
Alwyn Bennett knew, too, that the
real flght was but Just begun—a fight
that had waged «luce the world began

must last to Judgment day-the
hopeless, uphill battle of decent
the maniac fury that against evil, of honesty against graft.
blazed from Thompson's eyes
Horrlgnn's sneering words, "I don't
Walnwrlght shrank back In see any millionaires golug to Jail,"
panic dread.
stuck disagreeably In the young may"He's—he's mad!" cried the financier or's memory. Their brutal, bald truth
"Don't let him at me!"
Jarred on hU beFor Thompson seemed about to luiri
lief In the Inevi-

CHAPTER XVIII.

and

UNDER

himself on his foe.
"Go easy, son." adjured Phelan, lay
lng a restraining hand on the secre
tary's shoulder.
The latter, recalled to himself by the
pressure, relaxed his tense, menacing
attitude and, with hysterical revulsion
of feeling, sank into a chair, burying
his face In his arms on the table before
htm.

"Mne horrible years:" he sobbed bro
kenly. "Nine awful years of slavery,
Watching, hating,
of debasement!
longing to crush him, and. oh. the time

has come, thauk God! Thank Godl"
"You're all In, lad!" muttered Phe
Ian, passing au arm about the shaking
youth and lifting him to his feel
"Come with me. I'll send out and gel

only the width of the table separated
you a bracer."
employer and employee.
Thompson, exhausted by his emu
Then the newcomer spnke for tbe
Hrst time, in au oddly muffled voice as tlons, obeyed mechanically, but at the
for u moment anil
though fighting desperately for self re· farther d<»or paused
agalu fixed his ν lid, bloodshot eyes o;i
haggard face.
he contradicted.
"'Thompson; Walnwrlght's
"Remember," he threatened, his
no longer. Henceforth I am Garr

filed Bennett as the secretary's pentup rage strangled the words In his
throat, "my guesswork has a fairly reliable backing."
geu'rally has to. I"—
He
From the corridor llorrigan stamped
But Wainwrlght did not bear.
Into the committee room. Walnwright •till stared, as one hypnotized, into the
at his heels.
blazing eyes of the man he had trusted.
"WellΓ cried lue ooss uenauuy, giar
"You've—you've played me false!" he
"You
lng at Bennett ami Ignoring Phelan managed to gasp at length.
"You sent for uh. What do you want?"
"One moment!" Intervened Wainwright. "We are beaten. We admit
that without argument. So we need

self to calmer speech ana continuea:
"I answered your advertisement for
I had no experience, yet
a secretary.
out of ninety applicants you chose me.
That waH fate. 1 knew then that one

voice dead and expression I ess, "when
you get out of Jail I'll be waiting for
you. And ae sure as God's Justice lives
I'll kill you as I'd kill a dog! Nine
years waiting and—I'll murder you as

you murdered my"—
Phelau had forced him over the
threshold, nnd the slamming of the
door behind the two seemed to bivak
the strauge spell that had fallen on all.
Walnwrlght straightened himself,
glanced fearfully about, tried to re
gain his shakeu composure and opened
his mouth to speak. But the hurried
entrance of Williams prevented him.
"Mr.

Horrlgan," gasped

uewcomer,

"I've beeu

the excited

looking every

where for you!"
"What's wrong now?" snapped the
boss. "Has"—
"The Boroueh bill's come ui> at last.
and"—
"The gallery crowd's rough housing
the place? Then"—
"No, they're quiet as death; too quiet
Aud they have long ropes, and they're
strluglug them over the"—
"Call In the police, then!" ordered
Horrlgan. "Now's the time for them."
"I don't dare," protested Williams
•Those men In the gallery are desper
ate. They're dangerous. If""The police?" Interrupted Bennett
are
talking
"What
you
sharply.
about?"
"My ordersI" returned Ilorrlgau. "I
sent for them. Tell them to"—
"Don't do it!" commanded Bennett In

anger.
"Do as 1 say, Williams!" couuter"Have them in
manded Horrlgan.
and"—
"Phelan," Interposed Benuett as the
alderman, having left Thompson In oth
er bands, came Into the room, "go to

the sergeant In charge of the police
Mr. Horrlgan sent for. Tell him 1 say
he must keep his men where they ure
and take no orders exccpt from me
Understand V"
"I sure do!" grinned Phelan, with a
delighted grin at the wrathful Horrl"An' I'll see they"gan.
"You need not trouble!" croaked
Wainwrlght his throat dry and constricted with fear. "The bill is with-

drawn!"

"That goes!" corroborated Horrlgan.
Mr.
"Do you hear that. Williams?
Wainwrlght withdraws the Borough
bill. Attend to it in a rush, man. Never
mind about the police."
"Well, Friend Horrlgan." blandly observed Phelan as Williams hastened
out, "I told you I'd cross two sticks of
dynamite under you some day. I.ike
wise I done It"
"What had you to"—
"To do with smashln' you? Only that
I put his honor on to tbe bill In the
first place an' then sicked him ou to
Roberts an' discovered Thompson au'
turned him over to Mr. Bennett. That's
about all. But I guess It's euouph to
make your p'lltlcal career feel like it
bad a long line of curriages drivln' slow
behind It. Chesty Dick, my old chum!"
Horrlgan had turned his back ou his

victorious tormentor and was facing
the mayor.
"Bennett," eald he, "you forget I've
still got that report about your father,
and"—
"Tomorrow's papers will publish It"

supplemented Alwyn.

"No. they won't" contradicted Hor*

triumph

of
After all,
was the dreary,
self sacrificing
battle against an

table

good.

unconquerable

foe worth while?
Could the great

god

graft

ever

la
be
checked
his mastery of
the earth? If—
A r u β 11 e of
skirts startled
Alwyn from hie
dark thoughts.
he
"Dallas'."
crli'd, unbelieving. as he sprang
to his feet half
dazzled at the
'/loV€ Vou !" the aaid. woudroug
light
that transformed her face.
Slowly she came toward him, her
glorious dark eyes on his, her white
hands outstretched in Irresistible appeal. At last she spoke.
"I love you!" she said.
THE END.

The Blizzard of 1838.
"I wild living In O'Neill. Neb.. at the
time of tlie μι-eut blizzard In ISS»."
said a Nebrasfcati, "and had Just left
the otttce to g<» home for illiiner when
i!ie blizzard st« :*» k. I started to cross
the street to a drug *tore, but wheu I

li ·<Ι the oilier side I found myself
.«o k
from my destitution The due wind driven snow(lakes tilled (lie air ko that I couldn't
I dually woric·■.' my hand l»cfore ::ι«»
I my wu; ta k t> the drug store,
where a uutuler of other men had
i.sUeti refit ,e fro:n the storm. School
had Just been dl iilssed for the noon
recess, and we knew that nearly I1«J0
children were out In the storm. Securing lor g ropes, the crowd started
out to rescue them. We found thein
httdJIe I In doorwuys and by the sides
of buildings. The children caught hold
of the ropes und were led to shelter by
their rescuers, whose sense of direction gradually returned to them. Every
one of the 300 school children In the
town was got home lu safety. But
seveu schoolteachers were frozen to
deAth In the country during the blizzard and thousands of cattle died. The
thermometer fell from about the freezing point at noon to 20 degrees below
zero that uight. It was Hie worst blizzard I ever saw, and I never want to
experience another like It."—I>ee
Moines Register and Leader.
iva.

halfway down the

Compensation For Poacher·.
A gamekeeper on a northern estate
tells an amusing story of the latest
thing in tiu> compensation line. When
he was escorting the gentlemen round
the co\erts one duy the party were
alarmed to hear α loud cry Just after
shots had bceu tired. Running to the
spot, a thick bush growth, the keeper
found η innn lying groaning on the
ground.

"Some of them geuts 'ave shot me In
the leg." groaned the man.
Examination proved that the sufferer
had ludeed received a bird shot pellet
It was u trivial iuIn his left calf.

but was handsomely compensated for by the gentlemen in the party,
who presented the victim with quite a
good sum in gold.
That same evening the gamekeeper
came upon two men in a quiet luue engaged In a hot dispute about the shar-

Jury,

ing of some money. One of the men
had a shotgun. and, tapping ij figuJfl"
Alf
cautly, he said threateningly:
shares, or ΠΙ go straight to the p'llce
I'll give the
nnd split on us both.
game away. I'll tell 'em 'ow I put that
pill In yer leg to knock money out o'
the shooters."
Then the gamekeeper disclosed himself, and the two conspirators decamped.— London Opinion.
Used to It.
She—I suppose it would break your
lenrt If I were to say that I can only
re a sister to you.
He—Not at all. I'm
îserl to having girls say that.—Ex-

change.

Do not squander time, for that II the
stuff life is made of.—Franklin.

BttdcfMd.
Bethel.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Curtia
C.
Rev.
W.
Stanley Blabee of Rumand
Sunday morning
À good programme
good speaker·
were the gueata of Mr. end Mr·. N.
Xht Φπίοχά
lare asanred for the Oxford County Uni- and Rev. Mr. Banghart exchanged pal- ford
To vote a Split Ticket, mark X in the Square
B. Morrill, Saturday end 8undey.
To vote a Straight Ticket, mark a Oroea X in the Square over the Party name.
which la to be held pite.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL versalist Association
name.
Mr. Allen Iriah and Mr. Jemee Bon*
over the Party name, eraee printed name in liât under X and fill in new
and Thursday of this week
Monday Mrs. Ο. M. Maaon went to
Wednesday
of Bath have been spending a few
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
here with the local perish. All visitor· Portland to attend the Federation of ney
daya here vlaltlng and hunting.
will be gladly welcomed and all who can Clnba.
SOJTH PARIS, MAINE, OCT. 27, 1908.
Mr. Walter Ellingwood ia confined to
The tea party given to the teaohera by
remain over night will be entertained in
Parla Hill.
the W. C. T. U. proved a very happy the hooae by illness.
the homes of the society.
F.
W.
Klrtt Baptl«t Church, Rev. β.
Hll, pu
Mra. Stevens of Auburn was with Rev.
A Senior Y. P. C. U. has recently affair. A programme of recitations and
ATWOOD A FORBES, tor. Preaching
every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
and Mrs. F. M. Lamb over Sunday.
Sabbath evening service been organized in connection with the music with addresses by the teachers,
School at 12.
Sunday
Mr. and Mra. James Young and grandEditer· tad Proprietor·.
T. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening. Universaiist churota.
Jit
Quite a number of stories and reminlsencea filled the hoar
Mrs. daughter Dorothy were at A. F. WarPrayer Meeting Thuradav evening at ? SO. Cove- the
were served.
refreshments
the
until
at
one
met
fOBBU.
E.
A.
evening
1st
the
people
young
UWWl M. ATWOOD.
nant Meeting the last Friday before
is always an ideal hostess ren's Saturday.
Sunday of the month at 2:30 p. u. All not home of Mrs. Vernon Ellingwood and L. T. Barker
Mra. Carrie Spauldlng attended the
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
organized the society with seventeen and teachers and members of the anion
Teems
meetinga of the State Federation of
41M a rear if paid strictly In advance.
members. The following officers appreciated her générons hospitality.
charter
of
New
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Case
Otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent».
were elected:
Tuesday afternoon the W. C. T. U. Women'a Cluba in Portland thia week.

gcmocvat,

York and one of Mr. Caee'e brothers
who has not visited Maine since his
boyhood, were here last Thursday on
their way to Turner, where they went
to attend the golden wedding of Dr. and
Mrs. J. T. Gushing.
Admiral and Mrs. Lyon celebrated the
twenty-fifth anniversary last week.
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Perham returned Friday from a visit to Mr. and
Mrs. Ε. E. Witt at Norway Lake.
Atwood attended the
William E.
National Convention of the Delta Upsilon
Fraternity at Swarthmore, Pa., la*t week
as delegate from Bowdoin College.
The matrimonial wave seems to have
struck Paris Hill. Among those who
appear in the wedding list in this issue
Bert Cole and Miss Fauswe notice Mr.
tina Hammond and Mr. Koscoe Marston
and Miss Edith Strout.
Dr. M. M. Houghton returned Saturday from the Central Maine General
Hospital at Lewiston, where she has
been for treatment for several weeks.
The mothers' mending bee at The
Beeches last Monday proved a very
pleasant occasion. The ladies present
expressed a strong desire for another
meeting and it was voted to meet at the
vestry of the Baptist church next Thursday afternoon, Oct. 29, at 2 o'clock. It
is hoped that similar meetings may be
arranged for through the winter. All
ladies of the village and vicinity aro invited to come to the next meeting and
bring their mending. There will be
singing, and reading of a good story.
A very good time was had at the sinfj
at The Beeches Sunday.

All legal advertisements
A DTUTMKitKm :
are given three consectlve Insertions for $1.50
per inch In length of column. Special contracte
made with local, transient and τ early advertis—

er·.

Job Ρβητώιο .—Sew type, fast presses, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to mat tills deportment of oar bualaoM complete aud popular.

For President,

William H. Taft,
of Ohio.

For Vice-President,

SHERMAN,

JAMES 5.

of New York.
For

Representative

to

Contfrese,

JOHN P. SWASEY,
of Canton.

Coming Event·.
Oct. 26-28—Second annual confertuce, Maine
State Charities and Correction·, WatervMle.
Oct. 28-9.—Union Conference of Congregational
Churches, Frvebur*.
Oct. 38-9— Annual meeting of Oxford Association
of Unlversallste, West Parle.
Oct fi»-31—Maine Teacher*' Association, Port
land.
Nov. 4 6— Annual convention Maine Woman
Suffrage Association, Portland.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1.1st of Candidate·.
Good* Bought at Wanamaker's.
Blanket· and Puffs.
Ueavv Wool, Rubier Line·! Kobe»·.
Hot Water Bottle·.
All Readv for Cold Weather.
A Liberal Offer.
A Good Stomach.
Your Child's Eyesight.
Man and Wife wanted.
Probate Notices.
6 Notices of Appointment.
Second Hand Stoves.
Ballot for Congressman
Parker's Hair Balsam.

week

a

remains before it

now

will be decided

people
president

by

the

country who shall be
next four years, William H.
William J. Bryan. In some
this has been a rather

of this
for the

Taft or

respects

peculiar campaign.

The law governing campaign contributions ha· operated to reduce largely the

•ize of the campaign funds. On this account there has been less of the spectacular about the campaign. By some it has
been

lacking

and

dull

called

has

That there

thusiam.

in

been

en-

lees

money expended than usual, and less of
the noise and enthusiasm that money
That
can produce, is undoubtedly true.

any real lack of interest in the
outcome we do not believe to be true.
It has also been said by some of those
there is

who class themselves as
that

is

there

"independents,''
between

issue

no

the

parties, the only issue of the campaign
being the personality of the candidates.

While this is not true, because there are
distinct issues between the parties, as

there have always been, it is doubtless
that the personality of the candidates counts as a larger part of the issue

true

than in any other
than a generation.
In

personal

campaign

for more

character the two

leading

candidates for the presidency, and the
only two who need to be considered,
are not

to

high character,

of

Both are

be criticised.

and there is

no

men

taint

upon the private or public life of either.
But on the one side there is William
H. Taft, pledged to the carrying out of

Republican principles and

the

policies

of

the Roosevelt administration, trained in
all departments of government, and proved not only an able but a safe man. And
the other hand is William J. Bryan*
who rode into prominence on the long-

on

dead issue of the free coinage of silver,
and who has since championed a halfdozen other issues now
untrained and

unproved

dead;

a

man

in administra-

tive government, and though sincere, so
radical in his views and his acts that be-

cause

be is sincere, results almost revo-

lutionary might be expected to follow
his election.

And then there is always the difference
between the two parties, and the proven
fact that the Republican party has the

confidence of the people more than the
Democratic party.
The election of Taft seems

sured

as

anything

well ascan be which deals
as

with human nature, and yet it depends
upon the voters to accomplish the fact.
The voters of Maine will do their part,

and with the local issues out of the way
which affected the result in September,
we

look for a

good

old fashioned

lican maioritv in this state.

Repub-

Mr. Swasey for the Short Term.

I
I

Bickkikld, Oct. 23.

The entire community was shocked
and saddened by the accidental death of
Harry C. Forbes, eldest son of of Henry
B. Forbes, on Wednesday, Oct. 21, at his
home while unloading telephone poles.
In attempting to lift a pole over the
wheel be loet hi· balance and fell, the
pole falling across his head and neck and
death resulted instantly.
Mr. Forbes was twenty-six years of
age and leaves a wife and child seven
month· old, besides hi· parents with
whom be has lived, and a brother and
two sister·.
The funeral was held at his late home
Friday afternoon, Rev. Eleanor Forbes

officiating,

was

largely

attend-

Mr. Forbee was one of the most
popular yonng men in town, a farmer by
occupation and a genial companion and
loyal friend. The esteem in which he
was held waa attested by the number and
beauty of the floral tribute· and hie loss
will be keenly felt not only by his immediate family but by his large circle of
friend·.
ed.

It is the intention to have this society
of the young people have charge of the
evening services during the
which so far are being held in Good

w\?terj

^The

entertainment "The Villaee Post
Office," which was given Wednesday
evening of last week for the benefit of
the West Paris Fire Company, was a
great success. The parts in the play
I were well carried out and the audience
showed appreciation by frequent applause and hearty laughter. The specialty songs by the children were warmly
encored. The song, "I Could Lovf You
When You Smile," was given by Alice
I Harden and two little girls, Maude Tuell
and Leona Maraton, and "You're a Bit
I of Sugar Cane" was sung by Ivan Tuell
and Earle Bacon in black face. Before
and after the play orchestra music was
played on two violins and the piano by
Mr. Martin, Miss Brown and Mies Tuell.
Dunham's Hall was packed to the doors
with one of the largest audiences ever
assembled in our town, there being a
I number present from Paris Hill, West
Sumner, North Paris and the surrouodI ing section. Mr. E. C. Bowler, editor
of the Oxford County Citizen, also came
from Bethel with his automobile and a
party of four with him. Nearly eighty
dollars was taken for tickets, and net
receipts from the supper and refreshments was about twenty dollars more.
tasi vvaierioru.
to this was several dollars more
George Weston of
Fryeburg anc Added for
dancing after the play. The
Joseph Howe of Lovell spent Mondaj I taken
net proceeds passed over to the treasnight at L. E. Mclntire's.
was about
Farmers are selling their apples foi urer of the fire association
After purchasing
ninety-five dollars.
$1.50. The crop is small about here.
the hose men who
The Waterford Cow Testing Associa I four rubber suits for
of the second assistant enI
tioD will hold a meeting at this schoo are in charge
W.
Gray, the remainder of
Prof gineer, Mr. D.
house the afternoon of Nov. 4
the money will be used toward putting
Leon Merrill will be present.
the new pipe and hydrants through
Mrs
Mrs. Kate Martin is visiting
I the main street of our towu. This will
Kmery and other old neighbors.
powerful steam
Chas. Gammon, Geo.
Morey, Geo I be connected with the
of the Paris ManuClark and Louis Brown started for tb< , pump at the mill
facturing Co. This job will cost about
lakes Tuesday on a hunting trip.
not at present funds
Frank Millett has taken a job to cut : , Ç400 and there are
to carry it
large amount of birch and oak of L Ε enough in their treasury
Bates
& Β. G. Mclntire. Ile has built a cam] through. A. C. I'erham, L. C.
to attend
are
committee
Mann
and L M.
in the woods and has Fred Stanley ant
and
work
in
of
the
to
hydrants
putting
Ted Knight helping him.
to see if pipe cannot
Eugene Severn in some way go has already begun
I be laid at once across under the G. Γ. R.
poison in the end of his thumb, causinf
scales where the
such a bad eore that it had to be ampu '.|R. as far as the hay
first hydrant would be put in. As there
tated.
has been quite a demand for it and the
money is needed, it is poesible the reWest Buckfield.
cent entertainment may be repeated the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bennett attende<
first of November for the further benefit
Topsham fair last week.
the fire company.
Miss Maud Smith of Stow is visitinj
The Methodist Ladies Aid Society
her sister. Mrs. Koy Buswell.
will hold their harvest dinner and supFred Bennett has been working fo r I
per as before stated on next Thursday
Herbert Phillips, doing some carpente r
at Centennial Hall. They will also have
work.
a sale of some useful and fancy articles,
James G. Richards has returned fron 1
and a free entertainment in the evening.
Wilton.
Mrs. Nellie G. Daniels of Minneapolis,
Mrs. Arthur Elwood was taken to th
has come to spend the winter
hospital last Wednesday, the 14th.
with her aunt and uncle, Dr. and Mrs.
Misses Gertrude and Hazel Warrei
ι Ο Κ Yates
of North Buckfield were at Harry Buck'
Mrs. Lucinda Small of Berlin, Ν. H.,
Sunday.
is visiting frieuds and relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pettengill of Au
Mr Lyndon L. Dunham of Brattleburn have been the guests of Mrs. Meliss; 1
boro, Vt., was at the home of his parWinslow.
ents here last week for a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Cummiugs wer >
Mrs. Emily Felt of Bryant's Pond visitat South Paris Saturday.
ed in town a few days last week.
Mrs. Emma Bonney is at Buckfield fo
Ί G. A. Smith is having a rent finished
a short time.
off over the store in his building so it
will be suitable for two families.
East Sumner.
Henry Bates is visiting his brother, L.
W. H. Eastman attended the Secom I C. Bates.
District Republican convention at Lewie I A Hallowe'en party will be held batton on Thursday as a delegate fron urday evening, Oct. 31, at the home of
Sumner.
Mrs. Vernon Ellingwood. The affair
Preparations are being made for
will be under the auspices of the Senioi
Hallowe'en party to be held at the Con γ ρ, ç. υ. and admission will be live
gregational vestry.
cents. There will be games appropriate
Arrangements are on foot to produc for the occasion and a social evening tc
a comedy or drama at some future dat
which all are invited.
for the benefit of the Ladies' Circle.
Fine 10 cent dinners are being serve*
Greenwood.
by the two ladies' circles, and they ar "Calm was the day, ami the icene delightful.'
liberally patronized.
And that applies to nearly all of thlc
Home entertainments draw bette
month in general, and to-day, Thursday,
houses and usually are more enjoyabl
has the
in particular. Su congenial
than traveling performers.
weather been thus far that the robin*
Water for domestic purposes is becom
the
dandeuntil
last
were
with
us
week,
ing quite scarce, and many have to re
lion is in bloom airain, also the strawsort to the river for a supply. Well
cathave failed up that never before ran dr; berry, and the horntly still bite* the
tle. Wonder if Peary is yet steaming
since the fiood.
away toward the North Pole, whioh L. C.
Apples are few and cider scarce.
Bateman says doesn't exist?
In case of fire we should have to re
"The world does move though," and
sort to creamery milk to put it out.
Last week Frank
so do the people.
Albany.
King moved his family, including the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bumpus and chil poor, into the town farm house; Will
dren of Auburn are visiting her parents Swan moved on to the place he bought
of Alfonzo Cole near the saw mill; and
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cummings.
Miss Nellie Pitts of Harrison visite< I Ralph £. Day moved back to Yarmouthher sister, Mary, at W. I. Beckler's las t ville, his former home.
And they also continue to visit as
week.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Grover ο f formerly. During the past week our
visitors were Edgar Morgan and wife
Norway visited friends in town las
and the widow Cobb, accompanied by
week.
little daughter.
C. G. Beckler and family have gon< , Mrs. A. S. Brooks and
Still others are expected this afternoon,
camping.
T. Burke of Bethel was in town re also Ernest Brooks and his brother-inlaw, Bert L. Allen, of Paris, made us a
cently.
home from a visit
Charlie Conner has built a new ell anc brief call on their way
in the neighborhood, Tuesday. John
otherwise remodeled his house.
Mrs. Belle Foster and little Doroth] Howe and wife are visiting her father,
Blennerhassett have returned to theii Charles B. Brooks, this week in Bristol.
And what a line day this would be for
home in Lowell, Mass.
since the yellow pumpPercy Clark of Harrison was in towi Thanksgiving,harvested
and ready to bo
kins are all
recently.
made into pies, the old gobbler already
Thomas Poole has returned home.
F. L Edwards of Bethel was in towi ,, fat as butter, having feasted so long on
grasshoppers, and almost everybody
last week.
Asa Keniston has purchased the Car wanting to go somewhere, while a month
ter Grover mill and house and will mov< later it may be so stormy and cold as to
make it difficult to go anywhere.
his family there soon.
Touching astronomy; did you notice
There was a large attendance at tlx
The ladj Venus and Jupiter as they slowly apgrange meeting Oct. 17th.
members filled the officers' chairs in i proached each other until they almost
rubbed their noses together on the 13tli?
very creditable manner.
And a week later when the crescent
North Waterford.
moon appeared at the same place and
Henry Proctor was recently visited bj formed the letter L, the scene was still
his sisters, Mrs. Parker from Portlaud more sublime; and there is probably not
a person on earth who will live to see it
and Mrs. Hutchinson from
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Wednesday forenoon George Howard,
employe at the cutting up mill at
''Virginia," in Rumford, received fatal
Injurie·, falling from a trestle on a pile
of sharp wooden block·. A fracture at
the baae of the «pine, though not the
an

the cause of death,
which resulted a few hours after the accident. He was 40 year· of age and
leav·· a widow and two children.
Some fog,

hop· for nun.

was

and

we

will atrenuoualy

t

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Beck of Liverheld a mothers1 meeting at the home of
Mrs. J. C. Billings.
Papers were read more Falls were the guests of Mr. and
and leaflets full of instruction, and muoh Mrs. C. S. Childs Thursday,
A masquerade ball was held at Nezinwas discussed which will be helpful to
scot Hall Friday evening which waa
young mothers.
The young child of Mr. and Mrs. largely attended. A good number apArthur Stowell died Thursday.
peared in costume of every variety. An
Mr. Brown and family of Greene now oyster supper was served at intermission.
The drama, (,Bar Haven," will be preoccupy Mrs. Aon Burbank's new rent on
sented at Nezinscot Hall Tuesday evenHigh and Church Streets.
Wednesday evening Prof. Geo. N. ing, Nov. 3, to be followed by a dance.
Cross delivered his lecture upon "SplenBryant's Pond.
dors of the Alps," which was illustrated
A special town meeting was held Friwith views taken by the professor. The
second.and last lecture will be given day, Oct. 23d, to take aotion on the gift
Wednesday evening. No one can afford made to the town by the late Eleanor
this opportunity to see the Whitman, which provides for a public
to lose
The provision relating to the
Castles of England by aid of the views library.
taken by the professor, who is acquaint- library was read in the meeting and the
vote to accept was unanimous. Three
ed with every detail of bis subject».
Mrs. Ε. T. Russell and Miss Mary trustees were elected by ballot as folShirley went to their winter home in lows: Herbert J. Libby, Horace C. Berry, Eugene Cole. Six thousand dollars
Brooklyn, Ν. Y., last Thursday.
Harry Purington spent two days at is bequeathed, as follows: For building,
Brunswick the past week.
$1500, furnishings, $500, books, $4000,
The Ladies' Club will serve a chicken and the will atatea that the building
shall be oalled "The Alanson M. ana
an
enterto
be
followed
by
pie supper
Eleanor Whitman Library."
tainment next Thursday evening.
MIDDLE INTERVALS.

W. A. Bragg, our union tea man, wai
here the 22d inst. He is a good man for
the business and a hustler.
Mrs. B. W. Kimball of Bethel Hill ic
visiting relatives and friends here. Hei
former home with her husband and children was here on the old homestead and
we would be glad to welcome them back.
Charles Kimball, a brother to B. W.
who makes his home with him, is laid uj
with a eore leg and is boarding at tb<
Carter house.
Missionary Davis closes up his labon
here this week. His beautiful songf
and cheering words are welcome every
where. He is seeking to do good to bii
fellowinen regardless of public opinion
Ellen P. Kimball has recently purchas
ed some chicks of Mrs. Win. Farwell.
Some of the Carter family went tc
Framingham to attend the hospital
graduating exercises of Miss Alice Car
ter, who now has employment there in
hospital as nurse. She soon expects ι ^
situation in Brookline.
Mr. C. Caswell is doing light work a
the Carter farm.
Herman Mason is cutting etove wooc
from his wood lot here.
Carey Stevens lias been doing somt
work on the "Maple and Pine1' farm. H< ,
is making preparations to put up a largi )
hen house next spring.
Dr. Twaddle was here recently.
<

West Bethel.
"Brilliant Autumn glows and glimmers,
Through Its twlftly passing days,

Whist parties are
weekly by the V. I. S.

being held

now

The next meet-

DEMOCRAT

TAFT AND SHERMAN

BRYAN AND KERN
President and Vice President

President and Vice

Charles H. Randall

Jeremiah O. Shaw
of Biddeford

Ernest J.

Jefferson M. Swett

William T. Eustie

Virgil

a farm near Poland Corner.
Mr. J. Billings has exchanged his
place at North Woodstock for a stand at

Norway.

following officers

were

'r

wife,

father, Eben Scribner, have closed thei r
house for the winter, and moved into ι ι

lumber camp near Andover last week.
Cheap monthly papers and magazine ,
are decreasing in number.
Farm Younj
Folks, Aberdeen, S. D., is merged ii
Dakota Farmer; Chicago Ledger is be
ing sent to Star Monthly subscribers ;
Everyday Life has been bought by : [
Chicago publishing firm, and is bein|
mailed to subscribers
to Americai i
Stories. Grand Ranids. Mich.

TROUBLE

HAVE

REACHED

SEEMS

THERK

AN ACUTE

TO

STAGE.

For some three months now a strike
hae been on in the mtlla^of the International Paper Co., and several hundred
men have been out of the Rumford Falla
mill of the company. An attempt is
being made to run the mill with nonunion labor, the non-union men being
Locke's Mills.
quartered in the mill and afforded protection.
The funeral services of tbe late Her
of
first indication
On Friday the
bert Cuinmings were held attbeUnloi
violence in connection with the strike
church Saturday, Oct. 17th, at 2 o'clock
when two of the strike-breakconducted by Rov. Mr. Banghart. Fra occurred,
ere venturing out after tobacco were purternal Lodge, K. of P., of Bryant'e Pon<
sued by a crowd of strikers, and had to
attended in a body and held their servici
take refuge in the lockup, where they
There were several flora
at the grave.
remained for the night. A number of
tributes. Burial at Walker's Mills. Mr
the
on
who
came
! strike-breakers
Cummings was found dead in the woodi train were also
got away from the offlwhile on a hunting trip in the Magallo
cere who were esoortlng them, and were
way region, shot through the heart. I
taken to the union hail and enrolled as
is a very sad case. His widow is veri ;
members of the union,
ill at her home, and she and her daugh
In connequence of the condition of
ter Eva have the heartfelt sympathy ο i
affairs, and the apprehension felt because
the entire community.
of the ugly mood of the strikers, Sheriff
Mr. Charles Reed is working in tbi
Hubbard and his deputies were sumblacksmith shop for Will Coolidge.
moned to Rumford Saturday, and all but
Charles Swan and bis family are visit
one deputy sheriff left the court which
ing relatives at Livermore Falls.
was in eeHsion and went to Rumford
There were services at the Unioi 1
afternoon.
church Sunday. Rev. Mr. Banghart de Saturday
Mombors of the companies of National
livered a fine sermon, and it is to be re
at Rumford, Norway and LewisQuard
gretted that there was not a larger atton wure also notified to be in readiness
tendance. It is expected that Rev. G
to answer a call at any titnç if needed,
Β. Ilannaford will occupy the pulpl'
and Judge Bird, presiding at the October
Sunday, Nov. 1.
term of Supreme Judicial Court, which
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Coolidge are en
is still in
is ready to take such
tertaining Mr. C'oolidge'e father anc actiou as issession,
iu the province of the court
wife.
at any time when circumstances require.
Mr. Azel Bryant came home from Gil
bcrtvillo Thursday night on account of <
■

I

finger.
A GOOD STOMACH
Mr. Lucius Trask is still on the sicL
list.
Mrs. Helen Bryant was at Bryant'i MEANS OOOD HEALTH, CHEERFULNESS,
duplicated.
I'ond Thursday.
AMBITION, PEH8ISTENCY AND SUCCESS.
Mrs. Charles Bartlett spent Saturday
Friday evening, at the home of Mr. and and Sunday in Lewiston.
Mrs. Chas. Richardson, fifty-six iuvited
Mi-o-na will cure your dyspepsia or
persons, young and old, gathered there
Norway Lake.
any other stomach trouble by building
to give their son Ralph a surprise party,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woodbury ol up the flabby walls, and making the
All were
it being his 19th birthday.
Mass., formerly of this town stomach so etrong that it will digest
Somerville,
vary pleasantly entortained, some by called on friends here
food without pepsin or other artificial
recently.
nice phonograph selections, while others
Mr. and Mrs. W. Scott
and aid.

Henry W. Sargent

Frederick W. Plaisted

of Biddeford

Boothbay Harbor

R.

Chaplin

of

Sedgwick

of

John S. Williams

Bangor

of

of Auburn

B. Merritt

William Π. Hobbs

Augusta

Andrew F. Warren

of Guilford

Rural

the

alone confined to

not

are

checking

have—and many do have—a

good

a

Bank.

Hall.

«

hOQM.

town

summer

In

Nebraska.
Dr. and Mrs. Fitch

came

home for

attend Dr. Fitoh's patients while he ia

«

away.
Andrew Blake, who has been on the
For
siok list for a number of weèks, la now
John P.
able to attend to his business.

His bills

paid by

check

are

only

not

a

valid

REPUBLICAN
to

Congress,

of Canton.

{
I

clothes

ish, style, fit

a

In

produced

and

communities

much

sought

young
rect

men

who like

apparel.
in

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

We have

the

Weather

Chicago

$5.00 to $25.00

Furs

$1.75 to $25.00
$9.00 to $25.00

counter another and

to have on

our

larger

Come in and look them

lot of 5c and

10c

Yours

Clothier,
Furnisher

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone ΙΟβ-3.

SEE MY NEW LINE OF

FLANNELETTE
NIGHT ROBES and SKIRTS.

Underflannels
25c, 50c, 79c, $1.00, &c
bargain
goods.

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

5c to 12 l-2c

expect

Kuppenheimer's

Suits.

Price $10 to $20.

J.

Coats

we

popular

Also agents for the cel-

ebrated

WE CAN SHOW YOU:

NEXT SATURDAY

by
cor-

Price $£ to $15.

Norway, Maine.

Outings

are

after

shades of brown.

Suits

where

and overcoats

suits

them

Ready for Cold

quai.ty.

fashion is followed these

Why not start an account now with this Bank
by depositing your apple and corn checks ?

All

of Frankfort

that compare with tiie^e
garments in point of fin-

hand.

of

of Madiiuo

cannot be excelled. There

convenience in the home
transactions where very often the necessary
change for concluding a settlement is not at
but also

receipt

Norway

Senior Clothes

are no

Also

a

complete

assortment of the

Crown Huslin Underwear.

over.

sincerely,

Our fall and winter line of

& B. & IS. PRINCE,

Millinery

is most attractive.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

F.

STORES.

BLUE

You

Should

a

It's Here You Will Find

Suits and Overcoats
For

Young

Knee

Men

at

Suit· in

Pants,
Child's and

$5-co, 7

50, 10.00,

i2.oo|

Knickerbocker and Plain
$2, 3, 4, 4 50, 5, 5.50, 6

Boy's Overcoats, $3,4.50, 5, 6, 7

CASTORIAîhhmhhoiéi».

J inmrmuttAiimhUi

«««th.

Maine.

KHDRTLEir

A

P.

CO.

For the next few months
one

Young people usually pride themselves J
in being as well dressed as their companions.
They want the new styles and colors.

A.

A.

eBVHTLEFF * CO.

Hot Water Bottles.

Clothe!

the Boys Well.

Opera Ηοιηβ Block, Norway,

Representative
Swaeey

SIIm P. Curtis

of Lewiston

of fire and thieves.

danger

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.,

a

few days, bat have again gone to Sebago
for a rest. He is in very poor health.
Dr. C. Stanley of Snowvllle, Ν. H., will

S. True

of

Winter Wear

CALL AND SEE THEM.

Nason, who have
Brownfleld, left
Monday morning for their home in

Mr. and Mrs. F.

spent the

Joseph

George T. Me»erve

of Lubec

The possessor of such an
account avoids the risk of having his money on
his person or about his home where it is in
with

fill in new

name.

Brownfleld.

W. Saunders

Xubleboro

of

For Fall and

Shoes and Watch for $2.50i

Austin Hutchinson.
Moses Bennett of Auburn and a party
The Grand Division of Sons of Tem- are camping in the old Merrill house
perance will meet here ou Wednesday, and trying the hunting.
Oct. 28.
Ethel Millett is visiting friends in the
The Grange had a harvest feast Oct. neighborhood.
17.
Addison S. Bean is making an extendTen members were taken into the Ox- ed visit with friends in Waterford.
ford Division, S. of T., Thursday evenMiss Eva M. Wheeler Is visiting in
Massachusetts.
ing.
at
Rev. Arthur Callahan lectured
John M. Philbrook was in town to-day
Welchville Wednesday evening.
looking after cows and calves.
Misa Rebecca Baker, who has been
It is getting close to the time when
atopping with friends here, baa gone to we shall know whether it is W. H. T. or
Bridgton to fiait Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. J. B. that is to occupy the whit·

George

of Biddtford

William L. Merrill

Freeport

of

hridgtou

Benjamin K. York, Jr.,

of Madison

account

N

name in list under X and
auare

of Auburn

of Portland

Président

of

Edward H. (Jove

Delivery of mail and the Telephone. There is
another convenience which all Farmers should

sore

week.

of Portland

Free

were

Wednes-

of fioulton

The Farmer's Conveniences

F. H. NOYES CO.

gregational Ladies' Circle on

of Dixtield

of Portland

Morse

Lyman

Hebron.
The Fort McKinley boys of Portland
played here Saturday, the 17th. The
game scored 10 0 in favor of Hebron.
Miss Belle Goodwin of South Paris is
visiting her uncle, W. A. Bartlett.
Mra. Mary Bearce has gone to her
daughter's for the winter.
Mrs. Cornelia Moody is away for a few

LABOR

Percy F.

Horatio G: Fuse

F. Cleaves

of

Cole.

Sheriff In Charge at Rumford.

C. Lester Amee

Lather Maddocks

President— Isaac A. Hall,
Vice-President—James 11. Day.
Sceretarv—Ν. I. Swan.
Treas.—J. L. Bowker.
Directors—Enttene Cole, Herbert J. Llbbr,
Robert B. Crockett, Ansel Dudley, Frank P.

Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant is visiting her
eieter in Auburn.
The Ladies' Circle met with Mra. W.
E. Sargent Tuesday.
Mr. Floyd Philbrick was in Waterville
a few days last week.
Mr. Philbrick
"The clouds at sunset are fringed with goldhas done some fine work in the cemeBright! bright!
tery this season, and now nearly every
Maple branches are bare, and bold
Mints hang heavy on hill and wold,
lot is graded and in order. Some few
Every night!
new residents have failed to respond to
Dead leaves are Hying!
Sweet lluwers are dying!
requests to have their lots cared for. Foi
years this cemetery has been a disgrace
to the place. It is now something to be
Presidential election next week.
No political excitement in good ol( I proud of for it shows careful work done
by a first-class workman. We hope tha
Maine.
on till everything ia done
work will
Dry and smoky days and cool nights and neededgo
improvements made.
John Lewis of North Waterford wa ,
in this village Thursday.
North Paris.
Hunters carrying heavy rifles ar
The patrons of the cream route held a
seems
to
but
there
plentiful,
beascarcit;
meeting at M. S. Bubier's Oct. 22d and
of large game.
Miss Bertha Cumminge of Greenwooi I decided to Bend their cream to South
Paris instead of Turner, as they have
has joined the large crew of workini
been doing.
girls in the Whitten & Dennison pos [
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Ellingwood
card house.
called on Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow Oct.
Apples are being hauled from here b 22d.
the cider mill of A. J. Haskell, nea r
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Andrews and
Bethel station.
Beatrice and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale and
E. R. Brigga was visited on Sunda;
sou Walter attended the drama at West
last by his granddaughter, Miss Cor;
Paris Oct. 21.
May Wight of South Paris.
Mrs. Carl Bacon called on Mrs. Carl
Mrs. Sidney Barry and daughter, Mis
Peterson Oct. 22.
Gladys Cobb of South Paris, visite< I
M. S. Bubier has aold one of hi·
Hazen B. Lowell and family last Sunday
horses.
Thomas Van haw and
and he

Curtis A. Perry

P.obert V. Hunter

Benjamin

duly elected and

winter
To delight
Fruits from out the Held and orchard,
Apples red and pumpkins gold;
Nut» from out the swa> Ing forest,
Nature's treasures manifold."

President and Vice

Fred A. Manter

days.

sweet, abundant,
Bringing rlchce,
our
wave.

of Portland

For Electors of

President and Vice President

Samuel F. Emerson
of Skowhe&an

At a meeting of the citizens held at
the Town Hall Wednesday a company
to be known as the
was organized
"Bryant's Pond Hotel Corporation."
Lawyer Wheeler of South Paris was
present and assisted in its organization.
The capital stock waa placed at $10,000
with shares at ten dollars each. The
sworn:

of Eastport

Bragdon

Preaident

Darius H. Ingrabam
of Portland

ing will probably be held in the new ball
which is being newly plastered and ρ»
pered.
Hugh
Mrs. Narcissa Potter was thrown from
a carriage Wednesday and quite badly
injured.
David B. Harding and family are moving to

of Fairfield

For Electors of

For Elector· of

For Elector· of

President and Vice President

R. Connor

INDEPENDENCE

CHAFIN and WATKINS DEBS AND HANFORD HISGEN AND GRAVES

For Elector* of

of Portland

SOCIALIST

PROHIBITION

REPUBLICAN

Partridge
Agents for Widow Jones, T. S. & D.
engaged in dancing by music fur- Miss Jennie Barrows went
In other words, Mi-o-na cures dyspepto Auburr
and
Mell
nished by
Dunham, violin,
Co., and Weimer makes.
sia by removing the cause.
the 21st for a week's visit.
4
Nathan Noble, bass viol. A good treat of
F. A. Sliurtleff A Co. are the agent·
Mrs. Christine Stephens attended the
candy and peauuts was furnished. Ralph meetings of the State Federatioa ol for Mi-o-na in South Paris and they say
Drop in and See Us.
received a number of presents among Women's Clubs in
to every reader of the Democrat, whose
Portland.
was
At
a
late
a
watch
fob.
which
gold
North Buckfield.
Mrs. Ella Perry visited in Hallowell stomach is weak, who has Indigestion or
all departed having spent a most
for a few days recently.
Mrs. James Bicknell and daughter Ger hour
dyspepsia, that Ml-o-na is guaranteed to
and
Ralph
evening,
wishing
pleasant
Will Potter and brother Bernard ol cnre or money back.
trude started Monday for E. Bridge
returns of the day.
many
happy
The price is only 60 cents a large box,
Denmark vreitod their mother, Mrs. A.
water, on a visit to relatives.
Neariy everybody attended the play At D.
and one box is all you need to prove that
the 17th and 18th.
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron has been ii:
Kilgore,
the village Wednesday night and report
Norway
the place visiting friends.
you are on the right road to health and •outli Parle
it as very good.
East Bethel.
Mr. Calvin Keene, who has purchased
happiness.
as
is
Archie Edgerly engaged
Ν. B. Some Bargains in Child's Suits, ages 4, 5, 6.
baggage
"I can't say enough for Ml-o-na tabMiss Ella Farwell visited friends at
the home of the late Francis Bicknell
master at the depot.
have
dune
more for me In one
lets:
last
week.
they
moved last week.
H.,
Your Pick $'.50.
Former Price $4, 3.35, 3 00.
Just the
Herman Emmons is sick and unable to Berlin,^.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Kimball have re- week than all the doctor* have for the
Mrs. Jule Mayhew is on a visit to her
attend school.
or
school
for
two years I have been under their care,
turned home to Boston.
play.
thing
son Mabury in Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Estes visited relaMr. Lester Bean has gone to North and I will do all I can to recommend It
Mr. Levi Turner was calling on hie
tives at Bryant's Pond Sunday.
friends.
You
can
also
use
old neighbors Thursday.
my
Vasealboro, Me., where be bas a position to my
Will Yates has lost one of the horses as teacher.
name in your ad. if you like, for Mi-oMrs. Victoria Bonnoy of Sumner spenl
in the span purchased of Will Cfrover.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Coolidge bave na is better than gold to me. I am like
the week with her granddaughter, Mist
closed their home here and are away on a new man, and am able to work once
Lizzie Bonney.
Mason.
more for the first time in over a year."
a month's vacation.
Mrs. Lydia Varuey was
with bei
Mrs. Frank Sloan of Albany recently —W. A. Ennis, 328 Qreen St, Syracuse,
daughter, Mrs. Jennie Ileald, for a few
Douglas Cushing bought a cow and
If you are a boy and wear a 2 10, 3, 3 i-a, 4, 4 1-2, 5
calf of Lute Andrews of Albany, and E. visited at J. L. Holt's and called on Ν. Y.
days last week.
H. Morrill bought a cow and two calves other friends.
or 5 1-2 Shoe, you can get both >hoes and a watch for
Oxford.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean and Miss
STATE OF HAINE.
of the same Andrews.
Herbert Denning has returned from
Horace Walker has a crew cutting Fannie Holt went on a carriage drive to
$2.50. These shoes are good style, medium weight and
To vote a straight tioket, mark a cross
Lovell last week.
Portland and is building his shed.
wood for A. E. Tyler.
These
serviceable, all right for best or every day.
Mr. and Mes. Hall of Boston are boardFrank Bean of .Oxford was in town
George Hastings, James Swan, George X in the square over the party name.
for
You
over
world
told
the
a
are
mark
X
in
the
watches
vote
To
$1.00.
get
Haines and Orlando Buck went on s
split ticket,
ing at Webater Turner's.
one day the past week.
over the party name, erase printMrs. Frank Keene entertained the ConDouglas Cushing has sold bis steers to bunting expedition to the lakes last
both for $2.50. Remember all sizes from 2 1-2 to 5 1-2.

day.

«ΕΟΒΘΕ HOWAKD KILLED AT RL'MKOBP.

only injury,

Chairman Lookout Com —ΜΙβί Κν» Tucker.
Chairman Devotional t'Om —Helen H. Dexter.
Chairman Social Com.—Ethel L. Ellingwood.

I

A· was expected, Hon. John P. Swasey was Dominated at Lewiston Thursday as Republican candidate for Representative to Congress to till the vacancy
cause*} by the resignation of Hon. Charles
E. Littlefield. The convention was very
short, no time being spent in oratory,
and the reporters who held watches on
the session say that it adjourned in just
eleven minutes from the time it wan
called to order. There was a good numAlbany.
ber of delegates present considering the
Mr. and Mrs. Don Smith of Norwa\
nature of the occasion, Oxford County
her
Mrs.
visited
Annie
Hazel
mother,
having over sixty delegates out of ninety-two to which the county was entitled ton, and husband, Saturday night and
The nomination was unanimous, and a* Sunday.
A party of ladies from hore and Nor
the Democrats will make no nomination,
the election will undoubtedly be prac- way stayed at "The Playhouse" from
Saturday until Monday.
tically unanimous.
Mrs. Herbert Nickerson picked straw
Two Men Killed by Accident.
berry blossoms and bunchberry bios
some Oct. 11.
Mrs. Fred Hazeiton and Mrs. Eugene
HAKKY C. FORBK3 CRC8HKD BY TKLKLovejoy spent a very pleasant afternoot
ΓΗΟ.ΝΚ POLK IX BUCK KIKLD.
Thursday of last week calling on neigh
bore on the other side of the river.

and

President— Mrs. Marjorle Elllnnwood.
Vlcc-Preeldent— Marine L. Tuell.
Secretary—W. S. McKenney.
Treasurer—Ralph Bacon.

I
lin

Election is ."Near.

Presidential

Only

West Parla.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1833.

of the

most

useful articles

Hot Water Bottle will he

a

to have

around the house.

We ha\e

fine assortment to select from.

New Goods and

Fully Warranted.

One, Two and Three Quart

75 cts., 90 cts., $1.00, $1.25.
AT THE PHARMACY OF

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F. A. «HUBTLKFF *

F.

CO.

A.

WFRTLEir * CO.

ΐαϋΐ

A New Fruit Jar.

"THE ECONOMY JARS."
No
Sure Seal.
Wide Mouth.
rubber ring to fail and spoil the
fruit.

EASY TO SEAL.
EASY TO OPEN.
$1.00

PINTS

$1.15

QUARTS

per dozen.
per dozen.

HALF GALLONS.$1.40 per dozen.

For Sale toy

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
SO MARKET
L

SQUAHB·

MAIN»1'

|bt «Ηί«Λ flemectmi
Huth Farrar i« the

piano.

proud

U

summer

d»ye

are

the road
arrive at Good Cheer Hall on

The Littfe Minstrel*

possessor of and will
Nov. 3d.

are

ou

Big Batch of Criminal Business
in Supreme Court.

Irieh for violation of the game law· waa and common seller. Mr. Stevenson
neared In their behalf. Each wu glm°
continued on payment of cost·.
a fine of $100 and costs of #19.39 onthe
YEAB9
GET TEN
WHITS AND FINNEN
nuisance, and in addition
FOB THE ASSAULT ON JAILER FABBAB
had ft record of previous
The four men concerned iu the at- cclved sixty days In jail. The other
tempted jail break and the assault on
». H«m.ord <or
were
Jailer Farrar on the 29th of

May

"ST *33?ΐΐ·

ColJe°' ^
Ι°οη*,°*,0°;1Γ!ΐ

Lewiston that Mr. Brown night take
treatment there. While
course of
whom Mr. Blanchard appeared, ptradtf
two women who accomguilty to two nuisance charges, and pal there they met
panied them to North Waterford on
a fine of $100 and costs in one, the other
their return, and whose presence in the
house became distateful to Mrs. Brown.
»<
their return home
guilty to a nuisance Indictment, and A few weeks after
Mr. Brown went back to Lewiston, but
there were already
to accompany
ins over him on which he had pleaaea did not desire Mrs. Brown
women he
Mr. McCarthy appeared for him. With the two visiting
·°™® went to Lewiston by automobile, stophim, and Marquis seemed to
the way in Norway to "post"
support, as he was so affected that he ping on
and
sobbed continually while In court. He his wife in the Norway Advertiser,
in Lewiston almost immewas sentenced in a search and seizure to on arrival
Aiately brought suit for divorce in An$100 and costs or sixty dam In J
Mrs. Brown then
on the nuisance ewe to $10° and[three droscoggin County.
in this court.
months in jail. He went to jail to brought the action
The charges of cruelty made by the
"board it all out."
denials on the part
Simeon Laroohe of Rumford, who was libelant were met by
of
indicted at this term, and over whom of the husband, and counter charges
treatment, the defence alleging
some old cases for yiolatlon of the liquor cruel
a violent temper,
law were hanging, was sentenced in one that Mrs. Brown had
that she used profane language to her
case to six months In Jail.
him when helpEd Martin and Albert Plant were husband, had pushed
less, and bad been prevented by others
sentenced to one year in state
Brown was not
Mr.
the attempted jail break αίΛβΜΛοί from striking him.
in conrt, owing to his condition.
and
White
inadvertence
present
an
*May. By
Judge Bird took the case under adFinnen, who were included in this in
visement.
diet ment, had been sent to
Three of the four civil cases tried this
without having sentence imposed in this
and term are to go to the law court. They
matter, but as they have
are Hazeltine vs. Gammon, Kussell vs.
fifteen years respectively ahead of the
and Inhabitants of Paris
at the state prison, perhaps they may aa Umbstaetter,
well be allowed to go without penalty in vs. Inhabitant!· of Woodstock.
Fines and costs have been paid during
the term as follows:
Seavey of Bethel
3« 87
(
Harry Marx,
guilty in three liquor cases. Mr. Wheel State ve. Fred
16.165
A. Russell
in l;be
er appeared for him.
62 52
W. W. Gardner
1" 86
cane he was given a sentence of $100 ana
Wlllard G. Pratt,
783
Leon O. Irish,
«κ,
coeteor
d.,. lnj.ll.
12 05
I
«adore
Dragoon
He was unable
cases were continued.
25 74
Albert 1'aradls,
127 12
Kva La Belle,
119 39
Joseph Klaln,
Henry Dargle and Frank Dougay, the
11 77
Loren M. Gordon
two boys Indicted with the Gallant boys,
225 00
Huifh McKlnnon
oo
300
were taken bofore the court agaiu,
James Gallagher,
100 00
James Gallagher
after some consideration of their case
00
100
James
Gallagher
they were allowed to go home. Judge
Bird explained fully to them the be•1.313 01
havior that would be expected of them,
JOSEPH MITCHELL DIES IN COURT HOUSE.
and gave Police Officer Brooke of RumA most unusual case was that of
ford a kind of general charge of them,
Rumford, who died
instructing them that they must report Joseph Mitchell of afternoon.
Mitchell
suddenly Thursday
to Mr. Brooks a« often as h®
and that they should go to the priest at was under bonds to appear at this term
to answer some old liquor indictments.
once upon returning home.
two
Frank Slegus of Rumford was arraign- Fie came here and was at the hotel
ed on a nuisance indictment. He is a or three days, where he was taken sick.
discussion
some
regarding
Pole, and the proceedings had to be car There was
ried on through an interpreter, a young hie case by the court, County Attorney
Blanchard.
Mr.
bis
Barnes
and
In
attorney,
woman of refined appearance acting
was
that capacity. Mr. McCarthy was attor- Dr. Bartlett, the county physician,
him and report. In
examiue
to
sent
diffisonae
wa,s
There
ney for Siegus.
court Wednesday forenoon he made his
culty in getting him to plead, " h®
that
that he was running a club, ιwd didn t report, which was in substance
want to say he was guilty. At last, after Mitchell was in bad shape with a heart
did not
some consultation, he succeeded with an trouble, but that the doctor
effort in getting out the word guilty. Ah think it would hurt him to be taken on
he is already serving a four months a cot bed to the j til, where he could be
sentence, County Attorney Barnes con- under constant observation.
There was some further discussion on
tinued the case on the condition that
that
Siegus does not engage in the sale of any the case, and it was finally agreed
Mitchell should be surrendered into
kind of beer.
Cornelius Sulllvau of Rumford pleaded court by his bondsmen. Accordingly
On the about 11 o'clock Thursday Mitchell
guilty in two liquor cases.
nuisance he was given a sentence of was brought to the court house on a cot
the
thirty days, and the other case was con- bed, and was carried partly through
Mr. McCarthy appeared for doors of the couit room when County
tinued.
Attorney Barnes objected.
There was still more discussion. Mr.
Mikp Gustitis was arraigned on an old
indictinent for assault and battery. He Blanchard was for having Mitchell
is also a Pole, and before it was certain brought in an·! the matter finally diswhether he understood the indictment, posed of, but Mr. Barnes would not
Mr. Barnes asked to have it continued agree to that. It was at last decided
and the prisoner releasod on his own that Mitchell's bondsmen should be relieved, and that he, being in the custody
Charles Gowell of of tho sheriff, should be taken to the
(Gilbertville was brought into court, and hospital on the afternoon train. He was
carried into the grand jury room, where
after consultation with Mr. Wright, w
lie had had
was assigned by the court to appear for he died about 2 o'clock.
but it
him, pleaded guilty to indictment, for previous attacks of heart trouble,
The C( m is said this one was aggravated by his
nuisance and common seller.
mon seller case was continued, and on excesses.
the nuisance he was sentenced to a Une
RECESS TAKEN TILL NEXT WEEK.
of S100 or thirty days in jail. He had no
It had been Judge Bird's intention to
went
to
ami
jail.
money,
the court on Saturday until
James Gallagher of Romford made hie adjourn
Nov. 4, to have some hearWednesday,
Blanchard
Mr.
in
with
court,
appearance
ings which were to come before him, no
as his counsel, and pleaded Kullty to aD
However, owing
1 here were jury being required.
indictment for nuisance.
information received by him during
several old cases on the docket against to
he
instructed the
him. In consideration of the fact that Saturday forenoon,
clerk to summon tho gand jury to be
(ial)agher is not now in the liquor busipresent on the 4th of November, also a
ness, and is avowed to be out of it to
full list of thirty traverse jurors. It is
stay, County Attorney Barnes moved for
understood that this is done because of
sentence without recommending a term
the troubles and violence growing out of
in jail. Fines were accordingly Impose"
the strike in the Rumford Falls paper
in three cases, $300 for nuisance, $100
mills.
for common seller, and $100 for
At about 4 o'clock Saturday the
sale, and Gallagher promptly pulled a
week's session of the court came to an
wad of bilU out of his pocket and paid
end, so that all parties might take the
the total of $">00.
court has not adjourned,
When a portion of the criminal busi- train. The
but bas taken a recess until tho 4th of
ness had been disposed of
Novembor. It is constructively now in
morning, the juries were finally disand can and will be called in by
charged, and after the disposition of the session,Bird on
day, if occasion reGallagher case County Attorney Ba"»®s Judge On the any
4th of November It will
announced thst he knew of noth ng quires.
be in seesion, with grand and traverse
more on the criminal docket for action
iiirien In attendance.
The court then proceeded
at this term.
with the divorce action of Brown vs.
Aalc for Allea'a F«ot*E*ie>

brought in severally on Tuésday to plead
to the indictments against them. Part
and
Term
Work
of
Closed,
Regular
of them had two indictments against
Recess Taken to Nov. 5th.
them for different offences, aod part of
Miss Fannie A. Forbes is
them three. All pleaded guilty to all
I.ewiston for a few days.
the charges, except that White and Plant
Remember the Hallowe'en supper at
The Supreme Judicial Court for Ox- pleaded not guilty to the assault. SubMrs. Louise J. Briggs »» visiting in G. A. K. Hall Saturday, the 31st, from
of Its
Portland for a few weeks.
G to 7 o'clock. Come one, come all. ford County, in the second week
tequently White retracted his plea and
October term, bad about as busy a six pleaded guilty, and a nol pros was enterII. A. Hilton is away on a business Supper served at the usual price.
days as the court house ever saw. Busi- ed by County Attorney Barnes as to
The last Sunday excursion to Berlin ness was humming from nine o'clock in Plant.
trip of a number of months.
Frank A. Shurtleff was in Boston and for the season was run Sunday. This the morning until adjournment at night,
Wednesday afternoon the men were
train has not had quite its usual patron- and there was
White and
New York on business last week.
only one short day, when brought in for sentence.
the
train
to
Portthis
year, though
age
the court inadvertently got out of busi- Finnen, who made the attack on Jailer
Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Bolster made a land, while that was on, hail more.
The larger part of Farrar, and who have since been kept in
ness about 4 o'clock.
trip to Boston and Winchester, Mass.,
busiThe Democrat had a call last Thurs- the time was devoted to criminal
pretty close confinement, are pretty well
last week.
more
from one of the smartest young ness, and that was run off the reel rapid- whitened out, and each has grown
day
first
of
last
the
left
or less beard in the past few months.
Fred C. Briggs
ladies of her age in Oxford County. It •y·
The case of Paris vs. Woodstock, for These conditions have changed the apweek, to spend the next few months in was "Aunt" Harriet Newell of Sumner,
He
Kngland and Europe.
who "owdî up" to ninety-two years of paper supplies furnished Annie McL*od, pearance of White considerably.
which was on trial last Monday, weut to really looks better then he did in May,
Mrs. Strickland picked up a fancy pin age, though we wil! solemnly swear that
and though he has the appearance of being,
she doesn't look nor appear as old as the jury the last of the afternoon,
Friday night that the owner can have by
"Aunt" after being out about an hour, they re- according to the colloquial form of exmany people do at sixty-five.
calimg and proving property.
He
the
defendant
town, pression, pretty well "eupled."
Harriet made the trip from Sumner and turned a verdict for
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Wise of Gardiner return bv way of Mechanic Falls and did Woodstock. This would indicate that showed this as well by what little he had
made a day's visit to his parents, Mr. a good deal of running around to call on in the judgment of the jury Donald B. to say as by hie expression. Finnen, on
in the the other hand, appeared entirely indifand Mrs. George Wise, last week.
friends while here. If there is a smarter Mcleod had a pauper settlement
the time he married ferent, and showed no form of emotion
woman of her age among the "Oxford city of Lewiston at
will
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Hamlin degree
Annie Bryant.
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Bears" we have not seen her yet.
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More Fires in the Woods.
him to state prison for a total of fifteen
Edof
was
that
The case following
present.
of last week a crew of twentyyears.
Monday
R.
vs.
Bradford
Inglis.
Qeorge
In the forgtyy case against Edward A.
William S. Urtjuhart and Miss Nina five men were seat out by the Paris ward A.
Bradford, the plaintiff, is a farmer living Finnen, in which he is charged with the
i.Iadys Pratt were married Saturday Manufacturing Co. to tight a tire which in
is
a
the
defendant,
Inglis,
Hebron;
evening las' at the residence of Rev. J. started in the woods back of A. E.
forgery of an endorsement on a check
This
of Auburn.
cashed at the Bethel National Bank, and
II. Little.
Cash's on the Hebron road. The tire veterinary surgeon
action was brought to recover for the in which he had pleaded guilty, he was
under control, but later in the
Mr. and Mrs. Eben S. Kilborn of was got
value of a colt belonging to Bradford, sentenced to five
years in state prison.
week took a fresh start and another
with
a
week
have
bethel
recently spent
which- was gelded by Inglis in May,
Fred W. White, for larceny from a
cr«w was sent out to check it.
Mrs.
S.
Mr.
and
Kilborn's
next
Mrs
parents,
morning
1907. The colt died the
dwelling house at Rumford in tha day
This fire has burned over land belongP. Stearns.
after the operation. The argument of time, was sentenced to three years in
ing to A. E. Cash, Mrs. Nellie Dudley,
the
colt
of
death
the
is
that
state prison. These are the offences for
Mrs. Fred B. Wiggin was visited a few and the Paris Manufacturing Co., mostly the plaintiff
was due to the manner in which the dewhich these men were in jail at the time
days last week by her sister, Miss Grace small growth, and has covered an area fendant
is
It
the
operation.
Miss Edna
performed
I'lummer of Lovell, and
they made the assault npon Jailer
variously estimated at from forty to one
course of the
the
in
that
undisputed
Farrar.
hundred acres. Three or four men are
iia>nesof Waterford.
a portion of the intestine proEddie E. Martin, Albert Plant and
on it, and hold it operation
Miss Addie Edgerly will sell most of working constantly
truded from the colt and had to be re- Fred Ducas, for burglary in Gonya Bros.
but nothing but a rain
within
bounds,
Wedauction
at
furnilure
her household
and it is argued by the plaintiff Do.'s store at Rumford, were next senwill put it out. A brisk wind would placed,
that this was caused by the unnecessari- tenced. Martin and Plant were given
nesday afternoon of this week at 1 ::J0, at
probably start it up afresh, and there
her home on High Street.
cut made by the surgeon's knife. aach four
years in state prison. They
is a large territory over which it could ly long
contends that the colt bad a were concerned in the jail break. Fred
William W. Ripley, who has been in sweep in several directions before reach- The defence
was
until
it
not
known
was
which
hernia
Ducas was given six months in jail at
the employ of A. W. Walker A Son for ing a road or other barrier. The origiu
revealed by the use of the knife, and Vuburn, and Judge Bird stated that the
some years, but lias receutly gone to of this tire is not known.
was made for the purcut
the
that
long
sentence was lighter than the others, bewurk in Portland, is moving his family
Tuesday night a fire was started on
of reducing this. The details of cause there was no previous record
to that city.
laud of E~. N. Haskell beside the railroad pose
seemed to be of ini(;ainst Ducas, and he had refused to
south of the railroad bridge. It veterinary surgery
Miss Harriet Newell of Sumner is the just
terest to quite a number of spectators,
:ake any part in the attempted jail
*as immediately discovered, and prompt
D.
J.
Mrs.
her
Hayues.
of
uiece,
including several women.
guest
itreak.
work disposed of it finally before it had
Miss Newell is 92 years of age, but is as
Hon. Jesse M. Llbby of Mechanic
The assault case was then taken tip,
done much damage. It is thought to be
and
for
brink and smart as many women thirty
Bradford,
Falls was attorney
A. Finnen, Fred W.
η which Edward
out.
entirely
for
of
Auburu,
years younger.
George C. Wing, Jr.,
White and Albert Plant were indicted
a
lot
of
was
There
expert
quite
Inglis.
ror assault with intent to kill upon Jailer
The second division of the letters of
testimony introduced, the witnesses put Wilbur L. Farrar.
County Attorney
the Good Cheer are asked to meet with
the
on
for
this
being
plaintiff
purpose by
Uarnes nol pmssed the charge as to
Mrs. Herbert Fletcher Tuesday afterterm of the Supreme Or. Judkins of Mechanic Falls and Dr.
October
The
Plant, and briefly stated the facts of the
noon at 2 o'clock to make arrangements
Judicial Court has beeu of some interest Walker of South Paris, and for the de- issault made upon Jailer Farrar on the
for the Nov. 3d supper.
fence Dr. Brackett of Lewiston and Dr.
to Norway citizens during the week.
evening of the 29th of Mav—how the
The Fan Tans have made arrangeThe Real's Hotel is headquarters for Xess of Auburn.
nen sawed through the bars of the cage,
the
winter
the
of
of
the
a
meet
session
ments to
through
The case occupied quite
part
parties called to the present
concealed themselves in the woman's
The the
5
about
the
to
third Tuesday of each month.
Court.
jury
day Tuesday, going
Supreme
;ell in the guard room, armed with clubs
uext meeting will be on Nov. 17th aud
A special voyage of the Ark Mariners o'clock. A verdict of $"·"> for the plain- >f chair arms, and from that place sprang
evenheld
was
the second division will entertain.
returned.
N'o.
was
tiff
Wednesday
1,
Lodge.
>pon Mr. Farrar and felled him to the
Several candidates and
Work.
The next case on the list was Herbert loor.
Mrs. Orlando Irish, who was visiting ing.
Good attendance.
M. Tucker, formerly of Paris, vs. Elia>
Fred H. Dyer, Esq., who had been asMrs. S. M. Glover, was called to her banquet.
CJifford of Boston, proprietor of the
Knox Bickford was at Auburn Saturby the court to defend White
>igued
home in Hartford last Thursday on acwhere he was operated upon by Dr Elmwood Farm in Poland. Wright & vben he
pleaded not guilty, spoke briefly
count of the death of her nephew, who day
or
and
Wheeler appeared for the plaintiff,
Cobb for the removal of adenoids,
η his behalf, saying that White declared
was killed in Bucktield by a telephone
the
degrowth in the nasal passage. The opera- John A. Morrill of Auburn for
ie bad no intention of killing Mr. Farrar,
pole.
tion was most successfully performed fendant. The parties put themselves in ind that be bad no club.
observed
was
will
be
the
by and Mr. Bickford is very comfortable.
Gentlemen's night
jury
White himself, whon given an opporposition for the trial, and
the Seneca Club next Friday evening,
Fred Hersey has purchased the Wood- pronounced satisfactory. As it was so
unity to say something for himself,
when the gentlemen will be entertained bury Uussell or Frost place at North late in the afternoon it was decided that nade substantially the same statement.
the case should not be opened until !le said thoy had planned to go out when
by the club at Grand Army Hall. The Norway.
atfair will be in the form of a Hallowe'en
Willis E. Flint of Oxford lias sold bis morning. Wednesday morniug the case
be boy had the door open to bring in
party.
place to Ambrose Farnham and purchas- was settled out of court, and was not he wood and coal.
ed the Farnham farm.
opened.
Mr. Barnes briefly stated that the
There was a most enjoyable sociable
Walter S. Buck made his annual visit
One more case remained on the civil •vidence showed that White was the mm
after the Rebekah lodge meeting Friday
He reports a most trial list, F. A. Heidner vs. Mrs. Lila S
to Boston this week.
who struck Mr. Farrar the first blow on
evening. Various games were played, a
trip.
Woodbury, both parties of South Paris. ;he head.
reading was given by Mr. Morse, and re- pleasantWallace
brought from his North Barnes for Heidner, Wright & Wheeler
Mr.
Finnen did not care to say anything
freshments of pumpkin and squash pies,
Norway farm one day this week a for Mrs. Woodbury. None of the jar- when given an apportunity, but in reply
apples and pears were served.
was
which
of
case
the
ties were in court at the time
:o
squash, the circumference
Judge Bird's inquiry as to who
The Fan-Tans were entertained by the thre*» feet. It tipped the scales at fifty- was reached, but time was given to send
planned the affair, said, "Martin and I."
Little Fan-Tans at their club room Tues- eight pounds. Not very bad after all, for them. After they arrived iu court, a
Judge Bird before passing the indictconsultation between couusel resulted in ment back to the clerk spoke two or
day eveniug. in honor of Mrs. McArdle, although it may not be the largest.
where he a settlement of the case without trial.
in
Boston
who is here on a visit. A ti*h chowder
is
Stevens
Philip
Ihree sentences, saying that there is no
the thinks of
The end of the trial docket was thus more serious offence than an attack upon
supper was served at ten o'clock aud
accepting a position for the
must
a
little folks gave the club
pleasant winter if he likes.
reached rather suddenly in the middle of the
person of an officer of the law in the
The new road commissioner is some- the foreuoou Wednesday.
evening.
of his duty, and that he
performance
work
of
in his
repairDuring some of the waiting time Wed- had taken that fact into consideration in
We art· not entirely lost in heathen what handicapped
town
of
miles
Bird
highbegan dig- lixing the sentence. Finnen and White
nesday morning, Judge
darkness this fall, as "far as football is ing the eighty-five
as he has less than two ging over the oldest of the cases on the
were then sentenced to ten years each in
concerned. There was a game at the way inasmuch
the
after
his
one that
at
found
he
dollars
when
and
hundred
disposal
docket,
»tate prison.
high school grounds Saturday afternoon contracted bills are paid.
done
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in
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be
if
as
it
looked
disposed
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between the grammar school team and a
STATE VS. UUILLKilB..
the village, s.ime way, he called up one or both of
in
work
some
and
very
good
team picked up by Ivan Waldron,
see if some action
to
of Wilfred Ouillette, indicted
however.
trial
the
The
attorneys,
of
28
a
score
the picked up team won by
Editor Sanborn is building some very might be taken, so as to clear the docket as an accessory to the attack upon Jailer
to 5.
two
with
large of the lumber. In this way he succeed- Farrar, then proceeded. Mr. Wright deattractive stone walls
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Morton enter- pillars at the entrance to his property- ed in taking several cases off the docket. fended Ouillette. Ouillette is a boy who
taiued at tea Friday evening the Camp southerly of the Waterford stage road So industrious was he in this line of was serving a sentence in the jail at the
Concord party who were at that camp and Jim Hill Mountain ou the Water- work that one of the attorneys was time of the assault, and was at that time
for a week this summer, including, be- ford stage road. It's good woik and a heard to remark, "We shan't have any the "trusty" who was kept In the guard
sides Mr. and Mrs. Morton, Mr. and Mrs. lot of it all well paid for.
On the part of the state It was
room.
docket left if he keeps on."
George A. Briggs, Mr. aud Mrs. F. A.
Hobbs' Variety Store has a most atshown that he had knowledge of the
P.
Ν
(
ΜΙ
AI.
MLSKMHJB.
William
Kl
Heidner, and Mr. and Mrs.
tractive window. Kettles, witches, cats
prisoners sawing through the bare, that
Morton.
and other Hallowe'en notions, all in
Work ou the criminal docket began he was in the guard room when they
conto
black. It surely is not pleasing
Monday, and was carried along as op- came down the stairs armed with club*,
1 [ie deoeca tiuu *yt?ui λ »vij
tenmlate.
portunity afforded iu the intervals of and concealed themselves in the cell
able evening with Min» (iray laet MonNor- other busiuees, until the civil docket
the
υ(
The
membership
present
opening from the guard room, and that
day. Poe was tbe poet studied,
School class uf '01» is:
had been got out of the way. In this though he knew the men were lying in Urnen
were quotations and the reading of I lie way High
he gave Mr. Farrar no
manner a number of small matters were wait there,
Genevieve Barker.
Later io the day Elmore Blaiedell of
Haven by the club members, Character
KWIe Buck.
got out of the way before the trials were word of warning. There was also testi- East Dixfield was brought in, and pleadSketch by Mrs. Hathaway, a re*i>«>iS
I'olib.
Benjamin
in order.
mony tending to show that he had an ed guilty to indictments for nuisance and
KoHumoU'l Dunham.
irons his prose work» by Mis» Walker,
Η ι/ι· I Foster.
Joseph Dougay pleaded guilty to an opportunity to furnish the men the cor- common seller. On a third indictment,
and a piano duet by Mrs. Morton an
Mil Ire·! Froel
nuisance found this set springs from which they made saws for single sale, he said be didn't think
indictment for
Mrs. Gray. Delieious refreshments were
Arthur Gary.
This case was continued, and on to cut the bars, that he gave them a plan be was guilty. He bad no money with
term.
H. Kliuer llutsey.
served.
an appealed case for depositing liquore of the jail office, and that he might have which to pay a fine, and on the nuisance
I Mtlilrol Holmes.
Helen Howe.
Mt Mica Lodge has accepted an inviintended for illegal sale he was given a carried up stairs to them some of the case be was given a sentence of thirty
K!·Ion ilall.
tation to visit West Paris L odge on the
tine of $100 and costs of $14.05, and in chair arms with which they assaulted days in jail, and the others were conMyrtle Haskell.
addition sixty days in jail.
the jailer.
evening of November Tth, and confer the
MlMrcl McLean.
tinued.
Grace Thlbo Icau.
tiret degree on several candidates. Ao
Thomas Williams of Norway pleaded
For the defence it was asserted that
Walker.
Susie
THE
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ial
and
took
a sentence Ouillette, as soon as the jailer was aseffort will be made to secure a spec
to
sale,
single
guilty
train for the occasion. There will be a The officers are:
Not including the Brown case, in which
of $50 and costs and thirty days.
saulted, gave the alarm to Mrs. Farrar
I'reeMent—H. Klmcr Hueeey.
rehearsal for this degree Tuesday evenIn the case of Willard G. Pratt, the by rapping on the door of the "grub- the decision has not been announced,
Vice-PrvsMent—lirace Thlbotoau.
line of $10 and costs imposed by the hole" and telling her what was going on, eighteen divorces bave been granted, as
ing of this week and it is hoped an·! exanil Trea*-—Genevieve Barker.
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that
Kumford Falls Municipal Court for and that be helped Kennedy put Finnen follows :
pected
every_
William Bolton, Norway's landscape
will be psesent at 7:30 sharp.
into the cell at the end of the scrimin the assault and battery was paid.
I en a M. King from Emery King. Desertion.
home
hie
make
will
gardener,
Charles Bartlett of South Paris plead- mage. That he had knowledge of the Libelant'·) name changed to Lena M. Stevens,
Caledonia
at
At the Republican caucus held Wed- Domiuiou of Canada
a mileage
of
the
was not denied, but it her maiden nameto
break
ed
intended
larceny
guilty
Edward R. Parent.
nesday afternoon. George M. Atwood Spring*.
book from Ν. I). Bolster of the name was denied that he had any part or gave
was chosen chairman and Charles H.
F. II. Hurd was in Fryeburg the first
Helen A. Kurrar from Maurice U. Karrar.
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Kimball
M.
L.
in
aid
town.
violence,
during
appeared
any
any
Howard secretary. The following dele- of the week where he visited his father
Cruelty and failure to support. Libelant's
behalf, and stated the circumstancee. the act. Ouillette went on the stand and name changed to Heleu A. Record.
>ngates were choseu to the Second
and friends.
fact that Bartlett had al- told Ills story, and was the only witness
the
of
view
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l)yer.
bo
in
to
are
Tubbs
Mr. and Mrs. Jaines N.
gressional District convention
a number of weeks,
for the defence. He is a bright looking
Charles C. Adams from Mabel I. Adams.
Joseph A. Boston this week with relatives for a ready been in jail for
at Lewiston the next day:
that
seventeen
County Attorney Barnes suggested
boy claiming to be less than
Franklin short vacation.
Cruelty.
H. Little,
James
Noye*.
Swasey.
he should be satisfied if a sentence of years old, though he admitted having
Maxim, Charles W. Bowker, George W.
Lewis P. Bartlett, of the shoe tirm of
different
and
on
three
was
before
in
court
one
Judge
been"""1n
Onofrlo Papasfldoro from Marelona Papa«oimposed,
day
jail
Cole, Addis·η J. Abbott, C. Howard B. F. Spinney <& Co., has been in town
iloro. Adultery.
made that the penalty.
charges.
Lane, and Olban A Maxim. There was during the week looking after the firm's Bird
McCarthy A Therlault.
Fred A. Russell of Andover pleaded
Nearly a day was occupied by this case
business.
only a small attendance.
and com- which went to the jury Thursday afterof
nuisance
Dougay from Maggie White Dougay.
to
Joseph
charges
guilty
the
The Λ. II. Williamson house at
A test of the water pressure was made
M. L. Kimball appeared noon. In abont half an hour a verdict Desertion.
mou seller.
Blanchard.
is bciug completely repaired and
Falls
afternoon,
at the court house Tuesday
for him. On the nuisance indictment of not guilty was returned.
for uew tenants, Luther EmerIlattle K. Wyman from Charles W. Wyman.
for the benefit of tbe county commis- painted
Russell wan given a tine of $150 and
Desertion. Custody of minor child to the
aud family.
8TATK VS. YELBMERT.
The
sioners. Lines of hose were attached to son
mother.
Mrs. W. F. costs of $15 05, which he paid.
C.
Ward,
Merrill
Rev.
Herrtck A Park.
the lower hydrant, and a pressuro gauge
Delia Noyes, other matter was continued.
Immediately after the Ouillette case,
With the hydraut Junes, Mrs. E. II. Mann,
was put on a sillcock.
Marx of Kumford pleaded
Harry
Yelbmert was placed on trial on
Harry Pearl from Laura E. Pearl. Habits of
were
Walker
anil
Susie
Mann
George
Intoxication.
to two indictments for illegal use an indictment
closed, tbe gauge showed a pressure of Mayford
charging him with aiding
those who attended the Universalis! guilty
Herrtck & Park.
«3 pounds. With three streams on, of
of the union label. Πού. George D. in the jail break by carrying a file in and
last week.
at
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meetings
M. Lawler from Amos Lawler. Habits
In
one
Nettle
in
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behalf.
Bisbee
through ordinary nozzles, the gauge
appeared
giving it to the prisoners contemplating
Dr. Albert Thompson, who has been
went down to a little above 50 pounds
of $5 and costs of |33 07 wae the break. Yelbmert had no counsel, of Intoxication. Custody of minor children
at Capt. W. W. case a fine
to the mother.
his
given
visiting
family
with
and iemained there. The streams,
which was paid, and the other and Mr. Wheeler was
Barnes.
assigned by the
has returned to Phila- imposed,
three on, the men holding them stan>liug Whitmarsh'e,
case was continued.
court to defend him. The evidence was
Bertie A. Spauldtng from George D. Spauldthe
to
delphia.
about
reached
on the ground,
Albert Paradis of Rumford pleaded that on the first of the week in which Ing. Cruel and abusive treatment.
John Uazen is building a new plateaves of the court house.
Brtdgham.
guilty to nuisauce and single sale. Mr. the assault on Jailer Farrar was made
form in front of II. J. Bangs' store.
Blanchard appeared for bim. County last May, a cement fioor was being put
Mary J. Batcllff from Joseph RatclltT. DeHon. W. L. Scribner of Springfield,
Wirt Stanley's pointer ''Ki" was atto
best
that
the
stated
Barnes
sertion.
In- Attorney
in at the cellar of the court bouse, and a
tacked with convulsions last Monday, member of the Board of Prison
Barnes.
of his belief Paradis was not now in the number of the prisoners were taken out
Ο. Ν
the symptoms being those of strychnine spectors, visited his siater, Mrs.
to conditions
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to assist in the work, Yelbmert among
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last
in
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shape
Bradbury,
dog
poisoning.
in the respondent's family he was will- them. A file which was in the base- sertion.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Ilayden ol
Wright A Wheeler.
for a number of hours, but gradually
to have both cases continued on pay- ment was discovered after the break in a
Haverhill, Mass., entertained friends ai ; ing of
came out of it, and appears to be about
Joseph I. Smith from Jennie C. Smith. Adulwhich was done.
ment
costs,
the
where
corridor
week.
in
the
last
tub
breaking
"Haverhill"
He is a valuable hunt- their cottage
as well as ever.
tery.
Albert Martin of Rumford pleaded
Wright A Wheeler.
party bad been quartered, and Eddie
The Baptist church has extended :
ing dog, and has perhaps bad more
to a nuisance indictment, and Martin, one of the party which attemptYar
guilty
of
Graham
Kev.
to
George
Gertrude Viola McAllister from Carter Mc
birds shot over biro than any other dog call
an
him
was
also
there
appealed ed escape, testified that Yelbmert Allltter. Cruel and abuslvo treatment.
against
in tbe vicinity. As is well known, a mouth, Me., to become pastor of th<
Smith.
case for search and seizure io which the
brought it into the jail and gave it to
number of dogs in tbe place have been church.
Bisbee
Mr.
was
appeared
guilty.
him.
Edward C. Bean from Minnie R. Bean. Adul«& Sons have repairet I plea
B.
two years, apC.
Cummings
the
during
past
poisoned
for Martin, and after some discussion
Yelbmert denied carrying the filo into tery. Custody of minor children given to the
box shop. A crew ol
parently with strychnine, and in most the roof of the
father.
tbe case Martin was fined |50 the
jail, and related having a difficulty
workmen removed the old rooting am I regarding
cases the dogs have died.
Uray.
the
nuisance
case, with Ed
and costs of $14 32 on
Martin, who had testified
recovered it with tar paper and sand.
Fred Bernler from Louise Poullotte Bernler.
was
continued.
tbe
other
and
him, when Martin said that he Adultery. Custody of minor child given to the
against
W. C. Libby of C. F. Kidlon's store i
Benjamin Swett, who had been at the
As the last act of the day Tuesday would make trouble for Yelbmert. Thie
camps of his son, L. P. Swett, at Moiun- with a party at Camp Cinnamon when )
shavers were brought in from is about the substance of the contention
kus, for a couple of weeks, returnee he will spend his vacation time huntinf four little and
the jail
arraigned.
They were in this case. The attendant circumDeserPerclc A. Cole from E''wln A. Cole.
home Saturday night with his year
and resting.
Frank Dougay, Dolfy
Custody of minor child given to the
limit for big game, a moose and twe
stances, including the saws manufactur- tion
Mr. and Mrs. Wintield S. Partridg s Henry Dargie,
mother.
and Aleck Gallant, all from ed
deer. The mooae weighed 1100 and wat and Jennie Barrows, Mrs. Partridge' » Gallant,
by the escaping prisoners, were gone
A.J. Stearns.
and apparently from three and into in full
th«
and the case occupied
a handsome specimen, but owing to
visited in Auburn during th 3 Rumford,
detail,
sister,
indictfeet high. The
Bcnjxmln P. Wilson from Adella C. Wilson
a half to four
1 < 1 week.
about half a day, the witnesses being Cruel
warm weather the meat spoiled.
and abusive treatment.
ment was read, charging them with
A. J. Stearns.
head was saved and will be mounted
Mrs. Cyrus S. Tucker, who during he r
mainly inmatos or former inmates of the
and entering the store of Bert
After being out about half at
This is the first moose bagged by anj severe sickness has been cared for by he r breaking
jail.Roxle S. McArdle from J. F. McArdle. Hablti
Brown in tbe night time and taking cer- hour the jury returned a verdict of nol of Intoxication.
South Paris sportsman in a number ο daughter. Mrs. Agnes Brown, of Hopkit
tain goods, mostly tobacco in some form
Smith.
Qray.
Like more or less other DU ton, Mass., is fast recovering her healtl
years.
guilty.
and they all pleaded guilty,
w1
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Woodbury c f or other,
game, he was a piece of hunger's luck,
case of McArdle vs. Mcdivorce
The
made thai r County Attorney Barnes stated that he
Mr. Swett ran on to him, jot while hi * West Somerville, Mass.,
was heard Id
Thursday morning Eustace F. Bennett Ardle, which was contested,
wished then to take up only the case of
was ont for the day, but in a tote roa< ' Norway friends and relatives a call th e
sentence of $5( the court room Friday afternoon. The
as no previous com- for a single sale, took a
Gallant
the
boys,
mail.
the
after
week.
when he was going
last of the
a
partie· have lived in South Paria foi
plaint had been made against them. and coats of 15, or thirty days in jail
Mra. McArdle being now
When the Gallant boys were called to Aiiburn, to take effect at the expiratior some years,
Advertised letters in South Pari· poa
Sudden Death of F. Elliot Towei
Weat Rutland,
with her daughter in
come forward, the two largest of the of a sentence already imposed upon hira
office, Oct. 20, 1908:
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of
Mass. Mr. Gray was counsel for Mra.
F. Elliot Tower
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room
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Joseph C. Meserve of Brownfield, ι McArdle,
Mrs. Prof. Harrington.
in behalf of the Gallant boys, but had
Ardlo. No evidence waa put in by the
Lewiaton, Monday morning. No pai
Mrs. L'l Un Taylor.
little to do, as Mr. Barnes stated that he man somewhat advanced in years anc I
Mr· Horace Paine.
Mr. Towc
hlmseli
ticulars are given aa yet.
1 would be satisfied to continue the cane rather infirm, under the direction of hii defence, Mr. Smith contenting
Ml·* Annie Rollins (-')·
the wit
has been for some years superintendei
and let tbem go on counsel, Mr. Fife, pleaded nolo to thi with cross-examining briefly
Ml·» Carrte Hanlson (1).
them,
againstof the shoe factory of B. F. Sp'nney <
Ml·· Jennle Hatlex
assault and battery αροι nesses for the libelant, and no argupromise of good behavior. Their father charge of
wac
Ml·· Annie Stocks.
made. The divorce
Co. at Norway. He left that town lai t was
in court, and after Judge Charles E. Hill, and the case was con mente were
present
Mr. Henry C. Win*.
i
affaire
and the libelant waa awarded
Thursday, with his financial
"
Mr. O. 9. Smith.
Bird bad bad a talk with him and the tinued for sentence and be was allowe< I granted,
$550 in lieu of alimony.
an involved condition.
Mr. Wee ley Moore.
to go.
boys they were allowed to go.
Mr. Thomas D. Rlckett.
The principal part of Saturday'*
Loren M. Gordon, for cruelty to ani
to
On an indictment for cruelty
Mr. George A. Kimball.
WOULD MORTGAGE THE FARfii '· animals, Ixadore Dragoon of Rumford mais, paid a fine of |5 and costs of $β 71 session was taken up with the contested
Mr. Augustus Lynch.
Mr. Ralph W weeks
Hugh McKinnon of Rumford, afte r divorce case of Martha Brown of Northil
A farmer on Rural Route 2, Empir >, was on Wednesday morning fined ?5 and
Mr. < harlte Farrar.
A
i:
he
which
guilty to four charges ο f I Waterford va. Jamea Brown, and
pleading
of
cost·*
A.
17.05,
W.
name,
charge
sayi
paid.
Floyd by
Mr. Frank Andrew*.
Ga.,
fine ο f proved the apicieat of anything whict
Ortn Wllaon.
"Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured the tn ο of intoxication against him was con violation of the liquor law, paid a
lirtice M Warren.
9200 and $25 costs on a nuisance indicl baa come on thia term at leaat. Judgi
worst sores I ever saw; one on my ban d tinued.
Ed Mar·!·.
of Auburn waecounse
Fannie Blaisdell of Dixfleld pleaded ment, and the other three cases wer s George C. Wing
and one on my leg. It la worth moi e
John N. WllUurd.
fo r ! for Mra. Brown, and Ralph W. Crocket!
Κallll Kalm.
than its weight in gold. 1 would not I e guilty to single sale. The case was con continued. Mr. Blanchard appeared
of Lewiaton for Mr. Brown.
L Waterhouse.
without it if I had to mortgage the far u tinued and she was allowed to go on hei him.
r. H. Blake.
Mr. Brown, the libelee, la a wel
Lonia Cohen and Joseph Κ Iain plead I
25c at F. A. Shurtle ff own recognizance.
R. and P. Holt.
I to get it." Only
t known reaident of North Waterford, o:
indictments
for
nulianc
to
ed
Ο
case
Leon
guilty
Ad
store.
ά Co.'· drug
appealed
against
3. F. DaVI», P. M.
/
a

Mrs. H. A. Hilton is
land for a few weeks.

About sixty five from Paris Grange
royally entertained by Norway
Grange at an all day meeting Saturday,
in
visiting
Oct. 24th.

visiting

in

Port-

were

considerable property for a country
Mrs. Brown is a third wife, married about foar years since. In July,
1907, Mr. Brown suffered a paralytic
shock, and bas since been to a large deof the
gree helpless. In the spring
present year Mr. and Mrs. Brown went

ap-| town.

almost m warm

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Frothinghara
of Portland were Id towu for Sunday.

SOCTHJPABIS.

new

Aod still the

to

a

Β·--'»'/ «{-a

^®e°ldh5J8e'1^aiS

guilty*

neeJ

J'.»·®

tjurteen

tbGeorget6H.

Thirty

pieced

«bjr

|"e(lu,F0ed'1;

NOBWAY.

"ai,d

r^afurday°emorning

""ψ1®

Saturday

A powder for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet.
SampleMatFRIB. Also Free Sample of the

Foot-Ε ask Sanitary Cork-Pad. a new lnvcn
Ion. Addrcae, Allen 3. Olmsted, Lc Roy, Ν. Y.
Born.

In Paris, <>ct. 23, to (lie wife of Sidney A.
Thayer, a «on.
In Bethel, Oct. 12, to the wife of Norman San
born, a daughter.
In Kant St ineham, Oct. 1, to the wife of W.
Johnson, a eon.
In Norway, Oct. 20, to the wife of D. L. Joslln,
a son.

(Married.
In South Parle, Oct 24, by I lev. J. II. Little,
Mr. William Samuel Urquhart and Mlas Nina
Gladys 1'ratt, both of South Paris.
In 8outh Paris, Oct. 24, by Margaret A. Baker,
duly authorized, Mr. Albert B. Cash of South
Pari· and Mlas Sa lie E. Adley of Hallowell.
In Parle, Oct. 22, Mr. Roscoc K. Mareton and
MUl Edith E. Strout, both of Paris.
In Paris, Oct. 17. by Kev. G. W. F. Hill, Mr
Herbert Cole and Mil's Faustena E. Hammond,
both of Paris.
In Porter, Oct. 11, by Rev. J. W. Perry of Cornish, Mr. Sidney Walker and Mis· Vestlc Day,
both of Porter.

Died.
In South Paris, Oct. 22, Joseph Mitchell of
Rum ford, aged 41 years.
In Bethel, Oct. 23, Infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Stowell.
In Upton, Oct. 14, Infant son of Seymour and
Maggie Thompson, aued 24 day*.
In Portland, Oct. 15, Edith Elizabeth, Infant
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. O. L. Stone of Nor
way, aged 7 months.
In Norway, Oct. 16, Mrs. Caroline Davis, aged
80 years.
In Buckfleld, Oct. 21, Harry C. Forbes, aged
26 years.
In Rum ford, Oct. 21, George Howard, aged 4(

years.
In Canton, Oct. 24, John O. Robinson, aged 7t
ycara.

YOUR CHILD'S
EYE SIGHT.

We Insist on Your Bringing
the Children in.
You may save them a lifetime of
strain and weak sight. Defects of
vision never disappear of their own
accord, and in most cases grow
worse.
It'· a duty you owe your

child.

NO CHARGE FOR

F. A. SHUHTLEFF * CO.
CURE DYSPEPSIA.

OUARAICTEE TO
FAIL, ÎHE

IF THEY

MEDICINE COSTS NOTHING.

To unquestionably prove to the peoand
ple of South Paris that indigestionRexall
dyspepsia is curable and that
Dyspepsia Tablets will effect tbe cure,
we will furnish the medicine absolutely
free if it fails to give complete satisfaction to anyone Riving it a trial.
Tbe remarkable success of Rezall Dyspepsia Tablets is largely due to tbe new
and successful method of manufacture,
the well-known properties of

whereby
Bismuth, Subnitrate and Pepsio have

been combined with carminatives and
their agents.

Bismuth Subnitrate and Pepsin are
medical profes-

recognized by tbe entire

for acute

specifics

sion aa

and dyspepsia.

Goods Bought at Wanamaker's

Indigestion

The Pepsin used in Rezall Dyspepsia
Tablets is manufactured by a new process which develops its greatest efficiency.
Pepsin supplies to the digestive apparatus one of the most important elements of the digestive fluid, and exerts
a tonic influence upon all the glands
which supply all the other elements necand digesessary to proper assimilation
tion.

Amounting

We

43tf

South Paris, Maine.

PROBATE XOTICK*.
a" persons Interested In either of the Estatehereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, In ami
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Oct., In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
n'.ne hundred and eight.
navlng )>cen presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It 1» hereby Ordkkkd:
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
causing a copy of this order to be
terebted,
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Purls, In said County, tnat they may appear at a
Probate Court to ue held at said Parle on
the third Tuesday of Nov., A. I). 1908, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.
deMary Ann Warren, late of Hebron,
ccA'cd ; a copy of a lost codicil to the will of said
deceased with petition for probste thereof presented by James A. Klunders, the executor of
the original will of said deceased.

RICHARDS,

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
St., South Pari·, Me.

Dark Brown
Dark Brown

My

line

am

goods

will be sent home without

for you to pay, just

as

though

prices
equal
freight or express

lived around the

you

us.
our

Fall Cata-

Γ

FOR

SALE.

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.
THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

Pipe, Fittings,
A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of
machine work and plumbing. Address,

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate,

1

ι

STYLE is

GOOD prominent points

Parla

Schaffner & Marx

Hart,

CLOTHES;

Mildred It. and Delbert K. Adkln·,
minor.',of Canton; petition for license to cell
and convey real estate presented by John P.
Swaeey, guardian.
Krneat L. Packard of Hebron, a minor;
petition for license to sell »nd convey real e'tate
presented by Lydln E. Packard, guardian.
Kllza Francl·, lata of Peru, decease I ; peti-

the latest correct models

guardian.

always

shown

We know of

to

equal

in

no

are

line.

this

other clothes

them in excel'ence of

quality, in perfection of tailoring and in fit. Wc can take
good care of men who want
good wearing all wool fabrics,

tion for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by A. E. McDonough, administrator.
Freeman C. *taoy, late of Porter, deceased;
petition for an allowance out of personal estate
presented by Mary Λ. Stacy, widow.
Humiier fieaalona, late of Woodstock, deceased; petition for an allowance out of personal
estate presented by Luella K. Sessions, widow.
Mara h J. Foye, late of Canton, deceased;

cut in the latest fashion

for order to distribute balance remain-

petition
ing in his hands presented by John P. Swaeey,

ideas.

This store is ths home of

administrator.

Jain οι G. Davis of Canton,
ami flnal account presented for
John I*. Swascy, guardlsn.

in

our

Ifowaril K. Corbett et ala, minor children and heirs of Aaron O. Corbett, late of Paris,
deceased; petition for license to sell and convey
real estate presented by Nancy I» Corbett,

Eliza H. Moore, lite of Partit,
flrst account presented for allowance
S. Wright, executor.

of

one

the

favor of

Jacob Colby, late of lirownfleld, deceased;
petition th it Edward E. Colby or »ome other
suitible person be appjlnted as administrator
of the estate of said deceased presented by Edward E. Colby, a son.

Hart, Schaffner A.

deceased;
by Jamee

a ward; Urot
allowance by

Marx Clothes.

H, B. Foster,

Aaron O. Corbett, late of Paris, deceased;
11 rut anil flnal account presented for allowance
by Fred II. Corbett, administrator.

Narali J. Foye, late of Canton, deceased;
first ami Hnal account presented for allowance
by John P. Swasey, administrator.
Franklin Huntress, late of Hiram, deceased; Brut account presented for allowance by
John L. Huntress, administrator, D. B. N. C. T.
A.

One Price Clothier,

BLANKETS

ADDISON E. HERK1CK, Judge of said Court.
copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

4 true

NOTICE.

It's Blanket

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
FRANK L. SMITH, late of Hebron,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased arc desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
mskn puvment Immediately.
FLORENCE E. SMITH.
Oct.20th, 1903.

Norway, Maine.

!■>· Hart Schaffner & Mar*

CopyrL-lit

Eugene Λ. Barker, late of Kumford, de·
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof preeentcd by Julia K. Barker, the executrix therein
named.

AND

PUFFS.

Buying Time.

It is the time uf all times for boarding houses, hotels, camps and
families to get their winter supply because the cold weather is near at
hand. By our large purchases early in the season we were able to get

them much less than they can be bought now, therefore we can give you
NOTICE.
values than you can get elsewhere.
better
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has decn duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
ONE LOT 10-4 Blankets, plain white and white and gray, with fancy borders,
KMELINE H. CUMMINGS, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, dcccased, and given
for only 5»c.
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are ONE LOT of 11-4 gray Blankets with fancy borders, extra large and heavy for
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payspecial price of 75c.
ment Immediately.
EUGENE F. SMITH.
Oct. Mb, 1908.
BLANKETS, 11-4 size, white and gray, with borders, 89o, $1.00,11.25,11.60, $1.75.
ONE LOT of 11-4 Blankets, gray with blue or
■pecially good for $1.98.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
SAMUEL HA ZELT1NE, late of Paris,
in the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, ami all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
8 ΕΤΗ BENSON.
Oct. 20th, 1903.

You can buy any of these Blankets
with confidence as to qualities and

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hat
been duly appointed administrator of Uu
estate of
LOUISA S. SMITH, late of Hebron,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvet
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased an
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto aro requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Oct. 20th, 1906.

Black, 54x62 inches
Black, 54x72 inches
of the Celebrated Bishop

New Fall

Call and Qet

just

in.

My Prices.

FAVOR,

Norway, Maine.

or

Puffs

prices,

Styles

in Shoes

Ladies' Vici Kid, Gun Metal Calf, Veliur Calf, Wine Calf, and
Russet Calf. Also high cut storm Boots in Russet and Gun Metal Calf.

$6.54 )
$7·5< >
come

soft,

Ladies and Gents, Boys, Youths,
Misses and Children.

ever.

Fur Robes has

wool llnish, very

Norway, Maine,

The subscriber boreby gives notice that he ba<
been duly appointed executor of the last wll
and testament of
ADONIRAN J. FULLER, late of Dlxfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and giver
A11 persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased art
desired to present the same for settlement, ant
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
8. R. LEI,AND.
Oct. 20tb, 1908.

or

pink borders,

WOOL BLANKETS, large size, in gray and white, $:}.50, $4.00; extra large and
heavy, $4 50, «5.00,16.50, *0.00.
PUFFS, 72 08, covered on one side with figured silkoline, other side plain sllkoPuffs, 81-08, figured covering both sides of Japanese
line, only 81.00.
design, $1.50. Pu (Te, large size, fancy silkoline covering, tilled with tine
picked cotton $2.50.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
LOUISE F. STRICKLAND, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto arc requested to make payment immediately.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Oct. 20ih, 1U08.

or

OX Mftln flit.,

this

to get the latest

NEW YORK CITY

by
published

selling cheaper than

JAMES N.

before,

ever

buyers have been abroad

JOHN WANAMAKER

Heavy Wool, Rubber Lined Robes,
I

our

If you have not already received it, send for
which is just off the press.

'■'·>

Κ. Roger·, late of Browndeld, deceased; will ami petition for probate thereof presented by Francis A. Kox, the executor therein
named.

of

logue,

housekeeper

neat

do her own washing and sewing, and of good kind
disposition. The man to be either
mechanic, farmer or laborer, no
and
rummy orswearin? man wanted
tobacco using ii not agreeable. The
right parties can find an opportunity
worth looking for, a Good Home
Free by writing to box 205 D.,
can

and the

from

corner

Man and wife age between 50 and
Working
60. No small children.
that

prepared with better stocks than

Thirty-six

quality,
charges

A. D. PARK.

woman a

are

and best foreign goods; and the best to be found in America is
always here, of course. Everything at lowest
for

Han and Wife Wanted.

one

C. 0. D.

Fall.

hand stoves and heaters of all kinds

people ;

any

sent

Second Hand Stoves.
I have more than a dozen second

and

More

or

town in New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Maine,
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
Connecticut—excepting only heavy or bulky goods, or goods
to

will either cure yon or cost you nothing.
P. A. Sburtlefl & Co., South Paris, Me.

cheap.

$5

New

The carminatives add properties which
promptly relieve the disturbances and
pain caused by undigested food.
The perfect combination of these ingredients make a remedy absolutely incomparable and invaluable for tbe complete cure of indigestion and dyspepsia.
We are so positively certain of this
that we sell Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets on
our own personal guarantee that tbey

for sale

to

Will Be Delivered FREE

NOTICE.

ADVISINQ YOU!

6 Pleasant

OFFEI*.

NOTICE.

You are responsible for the Eyes
of your child.
Watch out for
frowns and eqainte.
When he
reada or looks at a picture book
does be hold it too near or too far?
These little things grow fast, but
in many cases can be overcome if
discovered in time.

S.

A LIBERAL

in

Gents' Patent Colt, Vici Kid, Gun Metal, Velour Calf, Box Calf, &c.
and Blucher cut. High cut Russet Storm Calf for stormy

Button, Bals

weather.

Call and See the New

Styles,

,W. O. Frothingham,
Soutn

Parle, Maine.

TPHIS
*

have

IS

give notice

to

the

to

Helper

A

public that the undersigned
purchased the

PARIS BAKERY

Health

The

from the estate of Herbert W. Hillier and will continue the business

W. Ripley, Me, Sept. 26, 1906.
"We have used the true 'L. F.' AtWith an increased wood's Bitters in our family for over
after this date.
number of helpers we shall strive to thirty years, and think it far superior
to any other medicine of the kind we
serve the public promptly with
Sincerely yours,
ever used"
Mrs. H. C. Nane.

Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.

Every household should keep the true
And we shall pay special attention "L. F." Atwood's Bitters on hand. Their
stimulating and cleansing action on
to serving
stomach, liver, bowels and blood aids
these organs to proceed with normal
Lunches
regularity and maintain the perfect
health of the body. For old and young
At All hours of the Day.
the "L. F." Atwood's Bitters are a reliable remedy. 35c. at druggists.
trade.
We solicit

Quick

your

Fred If. and Kate C. Abbott.

attended

No

to.

for team.

charge

Xj. M. Lonfley,

Maine.

Norway,

In

No. 287.—Number Question·.
These specimens of eighteenth century tangles are from a Loudon arithWhat do you make of
metic of 1785.
them?1. A man, overtaking a maid driving a flock of geese, said to her: "How
Where are
do you do, sweetheart?
you going with these thirty geese?"
"No, sir," she said; "I have not thirty,
but If I had as many more and twice
Qve geese besides I should have thir-

ty."

2. A gentleman, going Into a garden
with some Indies, said to them, "Good
morning to you, ten fair maids." "Sir,
you mistake," answered one of them.
"We are not ten, but If we were twice
many more as we are we should
be as many above ten as we are now
under." How many were there?

as

Bankruptcy,

No. 288.—Charade.

of A m lover, Bankrupt.)
In the
To the creditors of Hugh F. Mclnnls,
:
County of Oxford and illsuict aforesaid
of
10th
the
on
that
day
Notice Is hereby given
F. Mclnnls
Oct., A. l>. 1908, the said Hugh
that the
was <luly a«lju· Heated bankrupt, and
at the
first meeting of his creditor· will be held
office of the Referee, So. 8 Market Square. South
at
D.
A.
1808,
of
Oct.,
Parle, on the 18th day
Ume the
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
claims,
their
said creditors may atten<U prove
and
appoint a trustee, examine theasbankrupt,
may properly
transact such other business
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 10.1906.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
Call and see this line. Job-

goods.
bing promptly

}

HUGH F. McINNIS,

Lot

new

)

la the matter of

190S.

South Paris, Aug. ioth,

A

NOTICK.
for the
In the District Court of the United State*
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

ThePuzzler

A one two-three a whole may be
More often than a female one;
At least we shrink, as from a brink.
From thought by her of evil done.
The one. oft rouRh, In two. so bluff
Three dart η ç Is. we fear for him;
But she. rettned, with cultured mind,
Seems foreign to a word so grim.

And yet. alas, she sometimes hçs
To occupy a felon's cell;
And awful two three truth we do
Rejoice we must so seldom tell.
No. 289.—Stovepipe Puzzle.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
FRANCIS E. PORTER,
of Parle, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Francis E. Porter, In
the County of Oxford anil district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 17th day of
October, Λ. D. 1908, the said Francis E. Porter
tiret
was duly abdicated bankrupt, and that the
office
meeting of his creditors will be held at the South
Market
Square,
of the Referee, No. 8
Paris, on the £<th day of Oct., A. D. 1908, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at whtch time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
and
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parts, Oct 17.1908.
WALTER L.GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

J

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
JULIA A. IJORNE,
J In Bankruptcy.
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Julia A. Home, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 17th day of
October, Λ. D. 1908, the said Julia A. Home wa<*
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flret
meeting of her creditors, will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the isth day of October, A. D. 1908, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 17, 1906.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY
ia the choice of every girl who has
The reason is simever tasted it.
ple: pure, high-grade materials.

PletoHer,

J. H.

Confectioner.

Opp.

iniw>

Houao.

Bargains.

Watch
Fine

Norway. Me.

Timekeepers.

Winders.

Winders and Stem

Key

Please call and

see

them.

1

Notice of First

itf

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Malue. In Bankruptcy.

S. monards.

1831

ADMITTEDLY

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

THK

Leadiii Ajricnlfon! Joarnal of tte Worll

~

A LOW PRICE

Every department written by specialists, the
hi^heet authorities in taeir respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with it
la qualifications of editorial stuff.
Ulv<s« the agricultural NEWS with a drgre·
of ixonpleteoeM not even attempts by others.

—

Wool

INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO WISH TO
Κ UP IP WITH Τ Η Κ TI.UKS,
It M1·

KafeaeriyUoa, |1.Μ;
Two tatacrlptioaa. ft.40;
Vive SaWrtpit»»·, 14.Ml

to

feudy

mailed frr<r on nqurat. It will per an y

la any way ia couatry Ufa to

la terra ted

LUTMCB TUCKER A SON.
Albuny, Ν. V.
tar Rwfaaeviptitia (*kra

at lu»

Carpets

close out odd patterns anil clean

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS
6000

The stove man wants to pack his
pieces of stove pijje in a square box.
Cau you cut out the eight pieces and
show hliu how to arrange them in a

square?

No. 230.—Beheaded Rhymes.
Dick Dobbin was mightily given to —;
His tongue ran along at a terrible
And e'en all the time that his victuals
he
He chatted away

His father

would

just the

would scold

vow that their
nered
Hut Dick would not

And

talk

—,

son

and

his

waa an

mother
111

man-

stop till he'd had his

alas,

And that tune.

same.

never

came!

No.

The

—Whittler.

1. In two mouths of the year.
2. An instrument by which a lock is
fastened or uufastened.
X One of the things used In maktng

books.
4. To move or tlap the wings without flying or with short flights.
5. A mouth.
ti. Sleep.
7. A large rope or chain.
8. An insect that produces an article
of food for human l>elngs.
!*. Iu nil months of the year except
May, June. July and August.

No. 29β.—Central Exceptions.
Except in the ceutral letter from expectations and leave funning imple-

from a vision and leave a
measure; from sounds aud leave parts
of the body; from au animal aud leave
a row; from to waken aud leave ·
flower; from Indian corn and leave
confusion; from trees aud leave something good to eut.
The excepted letters spell "penguin."
No. 293.—Mystic Ants.
Thla labor* for you day or night;
This «polls your slun>t>*rs sweet;
while this
This one's oblique,
shows
The beggar of the atieet.

one

This next one runs away from school.
And thU gives melody;
This one. Imperious, claims a throne;
This last, a deputy.
—Youth'» Companion.

Word Puul·.
Three-quarters of a cross and a circle complete; two semicircles which an
upright line meets; a triangle which
stands ui«iu feet; two semicircles and
λ cirri·.· complete.
A us wer.—Tobacco.

oewapaper for busy people, allium t as
Mid your Rural Free Delivery Carrie!
nga It tu your door three time* every week.
It ia published on Monday·, Wednesday* and Fridays,
and contain· all the moet important new· of The Daily
Tribune, which ia a guarantee of iU value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
Key to th· Puzzler.
time for a daily newspaper you may œ kept in close touch
No. 281.—Botanical Puzzle: 1. Ox-eye.
with all important new· of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY S. Fox-glove. 3. Cat-nip. 4. Crow-foot.
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, buiyou can secure it with 5. Flea-bane. ϋ. Nigbt-shade. 7. Caryour own favorite local newspaper, Tne Oxford Democrat, nation. 8. Candy-tuft. 0. Penny-royal.
b a

metropolitan
daily,

Cidiii

AS
A

DAILY

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

V

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Pari·, Maine.
Your name and addrens on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos

s

10. Winter-green.
No. 282.—Guess Our Ages:
Adage,
village, tonnage, couragc, storage, damage, portage, herbage, image, manage.
No. 283.—Rebus Puzzle: Nobody believes a liar.
No. 284.—Charade: Mlae-tick—mystic.
No. 285.—A Word Puzzle:
Chain,
China, chin.
No. 28C.—Word Square:
UBioir

Organs.

1 Ο i X D i
Β Α Β Τ Κ Χ
I

Ν Τ Ε S Τ

Ο D Κ Ν 8 1

Organs.

of New Pianos and

Large Stock

Κ Α Ν Τ ■ S

Never by word or deed to signify that
hers
and
world
the daughter's
differ, or that one feels the mother is
out of date.
To study her tastes aud habits, her
likes and dislikes, and cater to them in
an unobtrusive way.
To bear patiently with all her peculiarities and infirmities, which after all may
be tbe result of a life of care and toil.
To defer to her opinions, even if they
do seem antiquated and not obtrusively
to possess the wisdom of one's college
education.
To do one's best in keeping tbe mother
youthful in appearance as well as in
spirit by overseeing her costume and the
little details of her toilet.
Not to shock her by turning into ridicule her religious prejudices, if they happen to be at variance with one's own
advanced views.
To introduce to her one's friends and
enlist her sympathies in one's projects,
hopes and plane, that once again she
may revive her own youth.
If she be no longer able to take her accustomed parts in the household duties,
never allow her to feel she is superfluous
or bas lost her importance as tbe central
factor of tbe home.
To remember her life is monotonous
compared to one's own, and to take her
to places of amusement or for an outing
in the country as frequently as is convenient.
The girl who endeavors to repay in a
slight measure what she owes her mother will be most popular with those who
are worth considering, and, ten to one,
her life will be a successful one.—Ex.

Not Every

Nurse

Knows.

That orange juice with cracked ice can
often be taken by a patient who can retain nothing else.
That orange juice, being laxative, is
excellent in most sick rooms; is sometimes even prescribed for typhoid fever

patients.

That chocolate, though nourishing,
often causes dyspepsia when the digestion is weak.
That the nervous patient should have
eight or nine hours sleep.
That sleep will be slow in coming if
the sick person is allowed to have company just before bedtime or listens to

exciting reading.
That one should never ask a sick person, "What can I do for you?"

That dainty service often counts more
than quality or variety in the invalid's
meals.
That tbe nurse should never save
steps when tbe patient's appetite la capricious. A small portion often tempts
where a larger one nauseates. Au extra
trip to tbe kitchen is better than heaped

up trays.
That a sick room should never be
made a thoroughfare or tbe gathering
place for the family.
That sponging with alcohol and water
will reduce fever several degrees.
Tbat, if possible, a patient should be
induced to give up tea and coffee during
In a weakened condiconvalescence.
tion they are apt to Induce nervousness
and sleeplessness.
That having a patient hold her breath
will often prevent a spasm of conghing.
That toast water is a soothing and
healing drink during attacks of bronchitis.
That persons subject to rheumatism
or weak heart should not take baths that
are ice cold.

If the sleeves belong to a coat or to a
woolen or flannel every day blouse, then
she has to think a little.
The prettiest idea brought out is to attach a long tight cuff of thin cloth in a
solid color from elbow to wrist and
fasten at back with braid or satin buttons.
If the material is check or plaid the
plain color is used to good advantage.
If the material is of any solid color the
cuff can be gotten in another material in
that color, using the same tone or one
that harmonizes.

$15, $25, $35.
playerpianos.

Wheeler,

W. «Γ.

•Rtlllngs BlOOlX.,

util Parle,

Keep
When in want of

anything

WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

MIND!

in

in onr lines give

Maine.

us

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paint»,
Bam Paints,
Boo! Paints,
Our

Paroid

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

or

"Can you look me in the face and deny
that you married me for my money?"
"Nope; I might deny it; but I can't
look you in the face and deny it."
The "pure food law" is designed by
the government to protect the public

from injurious ingredients in both foods
and drugs. It is beneficial both to the
public and to the conscientions manufacturer. Ely's Cream Balm, a successful remedy for cold in the head, nasal

catarrh, hay fever, etc., containing no
injurious drugs, meets fully the require-

and that faot is promievery paokage. It contains none of the injurious drugs which
include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
are required by the law to be mentioned
on the label.
Hence yoo can use it safebeet of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't

Wagon Paints,

paints

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Liquid Filler,

Booflng—The

ments of the

Brushes. nently stated

law,
on

ly.

try imitations.

Ascum—That fellow Paoker is a felScreen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts. low townsman of yours, isn't he?
Lakeside—Sure! He's a Chlcagoan.
Regular sise· of doors io stock. Have your veranda screened in.
Ascum—He has
very queer table
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
manners.
I've seen him eating pie with
see them.
and
w*
wheelbarrows.
Call
class
first
a
few
have
Wheelbarrow·
a spoon.

Telephones and

Electrical

8upplies—We sell

best for automobiles and

''Columbia Ignition

telephone·.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

EWLOtfERS LIABILITY

ones are

High Grade Portrait Work

LAW
LAW

EMPLOYEES

in Crayon, Water color,

LAW

Sepia and Oii a specialty,

Gov'MTfc
Λ LAW
LAW
EIGHT MOU

IMMIGRATION LAW
CH\LD LAftOR
Μ Ε ATI

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

INSPECTION

L. M. TUFTS,

LAW

LAW

IRRIGATION of l*bor.
SYSTEt^·Γ
Department
iOUNO CURRENCY
NAVAL OtVtuoPMEWT
ADMINISTRÉ
f
THE PHILIPPINESCAHW- J
THE

w

>

LABOR

MEUT

eUWAUÎ.
INSPECTION
L/vW

5

Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

Mjlwf

FACTOKT
,

SOUTH PARIS.

HILLS,

BUREAUX fly
paymeht* £\»|

ARaa ration-^
FREE EMPLOY—^

^

Nichols St.,

PANAMA

WA&E

^b,eu

NORWAY, MAINE.

unobtruaive.

per's Weekly.

Wealth of Kaneaa.
"The past few years," quotes John
Kimberly Mumford in the current installment of "This Land of Opportunity,"
which appears in Harper's Weekly, "the
people of Kansas have been so busy makhaven't stopped
ing new money that
to take care of what they had made already." Kansans, says Mr. Mumford,
have been too busy garnering their crops
to take their harvesting machinery out
of the rain. But even the apparently
illimitable wealth of Kansas has proved
exhaustible. Kansans have wakened to
the fact tbat, for all the mighty ontput,
the production is sagging, nntil each
acre cultivated shows less results than
Arizona, arid New Mexico, and rocky
Nevada. The goapel of amall acres and
higher cultivation has taken hold of
Kansas in consequence, and the need of
immigrant farmers haa once more be"The men to help us
come manifest.
carry out the redemption of Kansas are
in Europe," continues the author, quoting Professor Carruth, of the State

The

FAIRNESS OF TAFT.
Scrupulous In His Desire to Render Exact Justice.

Agricultural

they

University. "I would follow the isothermal and isohyetal lines across the ocean

and look for farmers in Germany and
Poland and Russia, who live there in
conditions most nearly like ours, and
then I would show them, If possible,
the
advantages of our state, and
citifor
win
them, if possible,
A mature human being is said
zens.
should
the
I
State.
to be worth #2000 to
think that a good German or Russian
farmer would be worth two or three
times that to the State of Kansas."

REVIEWS OF COURTS MARTIAL
Refuted

to

Approve

or

Disapprove

Finding· of Military Tribunal· Until
He Had Carefully Read the Evi-

dence—A Caee In Point.

When he was secretary of war Mr.
Taft never unreservedly trusted to the
Judgment of courts martial upon offending oihcers to determine his action
In Approving or disapproving the findings of these inllltury tribunals. He
In Insisting that all
whs scrupulous
the evidence should be laid before him
to be passed upon and weighed by him
personally. No pressure of work could

be too severe or lack of time too evident to prevent him from satisfying
himself that exact justice had been
done the uccused, according to the evidence and the facts. One evening long
after the rest of the departments had
dosed Mr. Taft, at the end of an unusually hand day, took up a bundle of
pai>ers relating to the case of a lieutenant who was sentenced to dis-

missal. The chief of staff was there,
and he suggested, with a view to Having Mr. Taft work: "I think that you
will not need to go deo|>er Into the
case If you read the conclusion of the
A Born Printer.
judge advocate'·. memorandum an«l
The editor of the Ashland Gazette my memorandum. The man Is a bad
soliloquizes as follows on the birth of a egg. The army will lie better off withson: "He came last Saturday so as to be
out him."
on band Monday
morning. Tbat'a a
"No." said the secretary; "1 always
trait of character we like—promptness.
these cases myTrue, he can't even grasp a composing prefer to go through
stick, has no idea which way the nicks self."
The officer had failed to pay his
should go, couldn't tell a shooting stick
from a shot gun, doesn't understand the debts. Carefully and slowly Mr. Taft
difference between demy and double read the evidence through to the end.
elephant, would get italic spaces all mix- When he (luiahed he looked up and exed with type lice, make pi of pie, and
claimed. "But he lied about It!" Rapmight take a granite monument for an
he dictated a note to be sent, with
imposing stone, but what of itf There idly
have been others older than he, who the papers, to the president and concooldn't tell a quadrat from aome other tinued as be laid them aside: "He
kind, and have mistaken braas rule for ; tried, as he admits, to lie out of It. 1
the Golden Rule. Our new printer is think the scuteuce should be carried
young yet but the Impression is good out. There might have been some exand tue register true. You can't expect cuse for the other
thing, but there
He Is
too much of a ten pound boy.
could be none for the lie. It Is time
when
another
and
came
just
opportune
to stop this tendency among the offiprinter waa most needed. He'll grow.
Folks say now that he '"looks just like cers who get into trouble. It must be
bis dad," and haa even more hair ofi the discouraged for the honor of the servtop of hia head. The lut part of the re- ice.
mark is unkind, but we are in a forgiv"I want to go over the rest of these
ing mood. We are satisfied. He may myself." said he, Indicating another
offlce
around
the
much
not be
just
help
pUe of court martial papers. "I have
now but judging by the way he makea
doue that sort of thing all my life, and
folks do as he says at the bouso, he will
be managing editor some day; but be is j I'd rather do it than take tbo judgment of some one else."
so good natured about It that we have
He will board
decided to keep him.
with us."

BRYAN AT TREASURY HELM.

Hot for Orandma.
The little girl wu very food of pleas- How Would Business Mon Regard
ant day·, and at the close of a heavy
Secretary Choaon by Him?
rain atorm petitioned in her prayer for
How woold the financial community
the
next
fine weather. When
morning like to face a panic under a Bryan
the aun ahone bright and clear ahe beof the treasury? This quescame jubilant and told her prayer to her secretary
tion goes to the heart of the degree of
grandmother, who aaid:
••Well, dear, why can't you pray to- confidence which could be placed In a
night that it may be warmer to-morrow, ! Bryan administration. Even If we had
so grandma's rheumatiam will be beta new Bryan, sobered by the responsiTo Lengthen Old Sleeves.
tei?"
bility of his office, would business men
Now that it is decreed that all sleeves
re••AH right, I will," waa the quick
feel the assurance of prompt, energetic
whose
should be long, the woman
sponse, And that night as she knelt and Intelligent action to protect the
blouses have three-quarter sleeves is she
aaid, "0, Lord, pleaae make it hot
them.
to
to
work
public faith and save the money marlengthen
going
for grandma."
If the blouses are of lingerie fabrics
ket from disturbance which would be
her work is not difficult. All she need
ARE YOU ONLY HALF ALIVE?
looked for under a secretary of the
do is to attach long cuffs of lace or emwith kidney trouble are so treasury named by Mr. Taft7 Business
People
broidery or both.
weak and exbauated that they are only men are likely to ponder this seriously

A JEWELER'S EXPERIENCE.
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
C. R. Kluger, the jeweler, 1060 Viginia
Etiquette of Conversation.
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175· Avenue, Indianapolis,- Ind., writes: "I
to buy for New Year's present.
Do not manifest impatience.
was so weak from kidney trouble that I
Nice instruments.
Stools, Chairs and could hardly walk a hundred feet. Fonr Do not interrupt another when speakpianos for
Here is bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy cleared ing.
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of
Do not And fault, though you may
my complexion, cured my backache and
criticise.
a good trade in musical instruments.
the irregularities disappeared, and I can gently
Do not talk of your private, personal
now attend to business every day, and
and family matters.
recommend Foley's Kidney Remedy to
Do not appear to notice inaccuracies of
all sufferers, as it cured me after the
in others.
doctor· and other remedies had failed. speech
Do not allow yourself to lose temper
For sale by all druggists.

Square

ly all the good
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APPLIANCE.

that of the natural converse to it—the
tbe table. A dish of berries or of sea- disposition to feel that people have all
sonable fruit was left on the table—also the virtues because they are poor. There
the bread. Cream and batter were left are plenty of miliionalrea who are no
ready in tbe ice box, tbe cereal pot on better than they should be, and whose
tbe stove to keep hot, the coffee poured sons are like unto them, but the aame
off the grounds (for it was discovered it phenomena are observed among the
would lose none of its flavor were this plumbers, the carpenters, the ironworkdone,), and a dish of fresh eggs was put era, and the dealers in second-hand
There is a tradition that the
oear by on a stand, ready to be cooked. clothing.
(This menu is one which satisfies almost average rich lady either haa no children,
or turns over those that she has entirely
every one.)
Then the hostess left the rest to the to the care of nurses, and puts In her
guests themselves, and went about her time playing bridge for money, smoking
morning duties. The visitors came in cigarettes, and going to dinners and
(or breakfast whenever they pleased, danoes when they are in season. This
found everything ready, except for the tradition does the average rich lady
serving of the cereal and tbe cooking of considerable injustice. Her children, aa
the egg. All enjoyed the novelty and a rule, Interest her more than anything
freedom of these informal meals, and it else in the world, and having no housewas discovered that the men were as work to do, she keeps her mind on them
deft as the women in getting their own rather more than is good for them. So
it Is with the supposition that millionbreakfasts and enjoyed it as muoh.
aires' sons necessarily grow up wicked
For the Mother.
That
or go to the dogs in New Tork.
What does a girl "owe" her mother?
always did happen to some of them, and
the
tbat
but
proTo manifest an interest in whatever doubtless alwaya will,
affects or amuses her.
portion of them so disposed of is unto
reason
no
is
there
and
oomfort
To seek the mother's
reasonably high
pleasure in all things before one's own. believe. It must be remembered tbat
Not to forget, though she may be old some of the bad or worthless onea are
and
she still loves
exceedingly conspicuoua, and tbat near-

pretty

i\u ww·
rVWJV,AND

\\\

curiously and ridicnlonaly prevalent.
Perhaps It always has been prevalent
and popular, bnt Its vogne seems exceptionally strong in these days, aa la

ate their breakfast at the ia

for them.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

ffl>«

Sts.,

family

Mats, Mirrors

gossips

ments;

Comer Mam and Danforth

Ahlri· t*a pttUtffcm

BM.J fur tSem.

—

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Trip &0 crnt*.

SPECIMEN COPIES

wUl b·

ON

up stock.

SPECIAL mi CESETn to BAISEES OP LAB4iEB CLIBS.
t our Months' Trial

properly

The

customary honr of six-thirty. Then the
table was cleared and reset. Some flowers, fresh from the garden, with tbe
morning dew still on them, decorated

make her simple gifts, When some youth who is notoriously
and be sure that they are appropriate loaded down with inherited money
shows himself to be destitute of sense
and tasteful.
and most of
To remember that she is still a girl at or virtue, all of the
heart, so far as delicate little attentions the newspaper readers know about it,
and are apt to set him down as a type.
are concerned.
But the young Fortunatus who spends
To give her full confidence and avoid
the leisure his forune secures in managmeriting her disapproval.
To lift the mauy burdens from shoul- ing charities or helping to make governor
ders that have grown stooped, perhaps, ment good Ta seldom advertised
in waiting upon her girls and in working thought as typical of bis group.—Har-

Bankruptcy,

transact such other business as may
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Maine, * >ct. 10, 1908.

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,
A5D

In

and Pictures,

K,

wrinkled,
things.
Frequently to

291.—Cross Diamond.
centrals each way spell the
NOYES,
J
name of the month which should fill
of Norway, Bankrupt.)
To the creditors of Frank W. Noyes, In the the blank left in the following:
:
aforesaid
district
and
Oxford
of
County
With dearer delight from his home ta the
Notice Is hereby given that on the 10th day of
north
Oct., A. D. 1908, the said Frank W. Noyes was
the
first
that
On the fields of his harvest the Yankee
duly ac(judicata! bankrupt, and
looks forth.
meeting of his creditors will lie held at the office
of the Referee. No. 8 Market Square, South Where crook necks are coiling and yellow
Paris, on the 28th day of Oct., A. D. 1908, at 10
fruit shines
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the said
melts down on his
And the sqn of
creditors may attend, prove their claims, apvines.
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
)

In the matter of
FRANK W.

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

Meeting of Creditors.

Picture Frames

The Rich Man'* Son Ια New York.
The death In a New Tork hospital of
the ne'er-do-weel ion of » rioh New
Oorrespondenoe on topic· of Interest to tbe ladles Tork brewer may revive a dleooastoo
la solicited. Address: Kdltor floKUAznu' that waa lately prevalent aa to whether
Count*, Oxford Demoorat, South Paris, Me. It la
poaalblefor a millionaire to bring
np hia eon decently in New Tork. On
it ia entirely posaible; haa often
Country Brealcfute.
η done, and la being done now from
A busy oountry woman felt that a great
drawback to entertaining waa the break- day to day end from year to year. There
fast problem. She disliked to call her ia nothing abont millions that need
a boy from being
guests to breakfast at the bleak boor of neoeaaarily hinder
six or six-thirty, but neither did she feel decently raiaed, and nothing abont New
that she could ask the maid to serve a Tork that neoeaaarily makes it a bad
second breakfast. However, she devised place for a millionaire's boy while he la
The diapoaition to think that
a successful scheme by whioh breakfast there.
was made tbe easiest meal of the day.
people are wioked because they are rich

HOMHMAKEBS' COLUMN.

speak excitedly.

Do not alludo to unfortunate peculiarities of any one present.
Do not always commence a conversation by allusion to the weather.
Do not when narrating an incident,
continually say, "You see," and "You
know."
Do not talk loudly. A firm, clear, distinct, yet mild, gentle and mueical voice
bas great power.
Do not be absent minded requiring the
ipeaker to repeat what has been said
that you may understand.
A Home

Remedy

for

Burns.

No housekeeper should be without a
bottle of olive oil and lime-water for
burns. A preparation should always be
In readiness in case of emergency. Add
lime-water to oil until a creamy emulsion
Is formed, and bottle, always shaking
ivell before applying. The effect of this
apon burns is wonderful in its healing
ind soothing powers, and it is equally
sfflcaolous for sunburn.

Foley's Kidney Remedy
makes healthy kidneys, restores lost
vitality, and weak, delicate people are
half alive.

restored to health. Refnse any
Foley's. For sale by all druggiats.

bnt

Brown—Well, you've got the quarter.

Is your sister coming down?
••I've arranged itbeautlfuliy, old chap.
I told her it was you first, and she said
to tell you she was out, and then I said
it was Charley Jones, and yon ought to
have aeen her hustle to get into a clean
shirt waist! She'll be right down!"

INTERRUPTS POLITICAL
SPEAKER.
A well dressed woman interrupted a

WOMAN

between now and November.
It Is not necessary to assume that
Mr. Bryan still favors opening the
mints to the free coinage of sliver to
raise η grave doubt as to his attitude

on

all

questions affecting the mainte-

nance of the financial fabric of the
country. Up to the convention of 1904
be would not even agree to an expression of opinion that the silver question
bad been sidetracked by the great output of gold, and his present associations and surroundings are such that
It is doubtful If he could make any sincere declaration which would go far to
establish confidence in his financial

political speaker recently by continually sanity.—Boston Transcript.
coughing. If she had taken Foley's
Honey and Tar it would have cured her
MILK PAIL IS FILLING.
cough quickly and expelled the cold
from her aystem. The genuine Foley'a
Honey and Tar containa no opiatea and Butine·· Pioking Up on Aaauranoe
ia in à yellow package. Refuse substitutes. For sale by all druggista.

"It looks like some people are bora to
ill luck," sighed the old lady. "Why do
you think so?" queried the chance caller.
"Well, take myself for instance," said
the old lady, "I have collected nearly
10,000 medical reclpea and paated them
into a book daring the last &0 years and
I have never been sick a day in my life."

SAVED HIS BOY'S LIFE.

"My three-year-old boy was badly
constipated, had a high fever and waa in
I gave htm two
an awfnl condition.
doaea of Foley'a Orino Laxative and the
next morning the fever waa gone and he
waa entirely well.
Foley'a Orino Laxative aaved his life."
mer, Wia. For aale

A. Wolkush, Caalby all drngglati.

Mr·. Onnson—I don't suppose there is
any use in asking yon to atay to teat
Mrs. Brooke-Lynn—No; not If yon
ask me that way.

of

Taft'a ΕI«etion.
Business is becoming more active,
factories are running, some full time,
others nearly so; savings banks find
that deposits are Increasing and many
The
new accounts are being opened.
horizon Is roey bued for the man who
has goods to sell and the man who has
labor to dispose of. The eame conditions are reported east and west.
"The small country Jobbers," writes
ι newspaper correspondent from Ohio,
"are doing better, the railroad trains
are Jammed with travelers whose testimony is to the effect that things are
slowly but surely righting themselves,
and in the manufacturing districts
there Is a return to 00 per cent of the
activity of a year ago."
The 100 per cent la not far off If the
election of Taft shall give to manufacturers, merchants and wage earners
the sense of security which attaches
to Impartial and efficient administration of the laws and protection from
sudden changes which tend to unsettle
commerce and labor and cause confuilon, loss and disappointment to both.

MARRIED MAN IN TROUBLE.
A married man who permits any memKid gloves can be cleaned with milk
ber of his family to take anything ex, tnd oastile soap, and rinsed with warm
Batteries" the
Lakeside—Yes; I wonder what the irater. Pat on the hand· to prevent
Foley'a Honey and Tar, for oongha,
colds and Inng trouble, ia guilty of
champ thinks knives was made for.
I, ihrinking.
neglect. Nothing else ia as good for all Prosperity dwells with the American
The genuine
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs ! Half a lemon dipped In salt will do all pulmonary trouble·.
who are not going to turn It
exand
ens
the
he
work of ozalio acid In cleaning cop- Foley'· Honey and Tar oontalna no 1 Mople,
lungs
quickly, strength
1 >ut at the door to make way for BryGet
In
a
the
colds.
ier
brass
other
For
teakettles and
yellow ;
pels
gennine
hollers,
opiate· and la la a yellow paokags.
ι
all
aal·
paokage. For Ml· by «11 druggists.
topper or hraae utensil·.

cept

by

drugglat·.

THE WORK OF CONGRESS.
Many Important Measures Enacted by
the Majority.

The Flfty-uinth and Sixtieth congresses will go down In history a3 record breakers because of the large number of Important measures enacted,
lira su res having directly to do with
ι he
great business Interests of the
country and standing between the people and corporate greed and oppres-

Fifty-ninth congress opened
In American legislation, giving emphasis to the fact that the constitution is amply sufficient for all the
utvds of the i>eople, safeguarding their
Interests and furnishing them ample
The Fifty-ninth
means of protection.
congress was a Itcpubllcnn cougress,
aud all the great measures enacted by
The

sion.

a new era

It were Republican measures, originating with the Republicans and passed
by Republican votes.
There 13 still much to be done to perfect the work begun by the Fifty-ninth
congress. Experience has demonstrated that u Democratic cougress cannot
be depended ui»on to work out any
great system of reform. No reform
In administration or In législation has

about under a Democratic
regime. As at present constituted the
Democratic party Is made up of too
many isms to be safe In handling
great <|iie»tlous of |>olHical economy
Two great questions will soon come up
for legislation a revision of the tariff
come

ever

remodeling of our currency sysTwice since 1NN0 the i»emoorate
have attempted tariff legislation. and
twice the business of the country was
to the verge of ruin ami hun-

«ml

a

tem.

brought

dreds of thousands of worklngmen
thrown out of employment.
were
Twice within the last thirty years the
Democratic party has set up Ita standFirst It
ard of monetary legislation.

declared In favor of putting the printlug presses to work In uiannfacturing
greenbacks without limit and. second,
by declaring for the free and unlimited

coinage of allver at the ratio of ltf
to 1. No evidence has been furnlsbe«l
that the party has recanted from lu
Is it safe to
stand for flat money.
trust the part} now Τ

MR. TAFT ON BANK GUAR-

ANTY.

Explode· Bryan's Pet Propos!
sltion In Speech at Minneapolis, Sept. 26.
My iuforiiiatiou with respect

the Oklahoma system Is that
it Is developing as might be expected. I bave a correspondent
who Is intimately acquainted
with the conditions in Oklahoma,
lu a letter of Sept. 22, 1908, lu
tu

speaking of the effect of the
guaranty of deposit law. he uses
the following language:

Okluhomu are
than was expected on account of the recent
decision there whereby It was
decided that the hank commissioner has no right to refuse to
"Conditions

growing

lu

worse

charter to parties propping to orgaube a bunk. As
:·.:ι instance, in a town of less
than .VHj people «3 many ns four

grant

BUROETTE
REV. FRANCI8
SHORT EXTOL8 MR. TAFT.
It is striking that no one ban
yet declared that Bryan is a wise

statesman. Those who are most
anxious for his success do not
urge especial lltuess, but rather
that be may at last have found
an Issue that the people will not
repudiate at the polls. To return
to power is the main thing of
the Democratic party, no matter If it floats into ofUcc on
Bryan bubbles or on any other

conceivable pretext.
In pronounced contrast Is tbe
estimate that Is universally expressed on Taft's equipment for
the presidency.
Irrespective of
party, all attest to his mattery
of affalis and wonderful admin-

The Dairy
Filter and Strainer
Is one of the greatest .Sanitary invention* of the

The clergy are
equally outspoken. Among those
who called upon Mr. Tuft at Cincinnati during the week wan tbe
istrative ability.

Francis Burgette Short,
pastor of the First Methodist

No farmer should he wit!
We have arranged with
out one.

Iter.

Episcopal

Lake
pollrim. Mr

church at Halt

City.

A.

to tell our goods in the
town· of Paris, Norway,

Discussing
Short said:
"Judge Taft is eminently lilted
In character and practice to occupy the highest oflW In the
land, ills efforts to raine a high
standard of life at home, his interest In and solicitude for na
Hons across the sea, mark him
a· s man of sau· visions snd deMuch a man this nation
sire.

needs and requires at Its head
If we are to continue to hold the
undivided admiration of th<«eat
home and those abroad, Such a
man we must have If we would
make history that la gloriously
humane."

••Μ

Many pn?ri«t!c Democrats frankly
de«lnre tlis·t their [tarty ha* never ha<l
a leader like William Jennings Itryan
Whether this Is nn exultant l*»a*t or a
melancholy admission Is a matter of

Oxford and Hebron,
will be pleaded to »'iow
The
them at any time
shape and construct <:
these filters is such i. r thev
can be used on a pad.
ujj
Read w at
or any vea«el.
the Press says of this w
dert'ul invention.

Willard M'f'g Co.,

I JowKeys \
Chocolate Bonbons
are

the

It Is proudly «Otitended by Bryan's
ad vocales that he is a successful lec-

Complete

most

They

delicious and

wholesome of

are

sold in sealed

always of
the same superfine quality
and always the best.

packages,

Bryan.

are

The Walter M. Lowney Cu.

The people shall, have. does, had wa.
and will ruleth.—Boston Transcript.

I he Maine

most

world.

Of course the former United State*
senator who proudly boasts that he
led the mob that recently lynched a
Mississippi is solid
negro wretch in
for Bryan and the relstt of law.
to

the

confections and have the
largest sale of any in the

So was the Immortal Mrs. Caudle, for th.it matter. Yet the White
II· >u*e was never designed as a lyceuni
agency.
turer

Comprehensive Reply

flaine.

Lewiston,

conjecture.

—

W. WALKER & SON

Boston, Plass.

Kegister

contains

—

Business Directories

Of 20 Cities and

428 Towns

a

I .iu!;s have lieeu organized. Application is now In for the organization of a fourth hunk in
i»ue tow:» of only 470 population.
"Men whose past record proved
them to be incompetent are engaging in the banking business
an,I getting in control of bauking
I have knowledge
Institutions.
of one Instance where a man was
engaged lu business some years
ago and failed. He went to another town and engaged in the
his
sHtue line of busluess in
wife's D'lme, but conducted her
affairs In such au unbusinesslike
way that she failed. Some time
afterward he went to Oklahoma
territory and started a small
state bank, but found he could
not succeed and sold to other
parties end left the territory. A

few months ago, however, he returned and started another state
bank, advertising that the depositors are secured under the state
guaranty law, and after sixty
days' operation he now has over
$100.000 deposits. I have It from
the beat authority that be now
proposes to stnrt fifteen new
state banks throughout tbe state,
two of vrhlch have already been

organized and
business."

one

now

doing

Full Statistics of All State Interests
A new Township and Railroad Map of
Maine Revised to date.
Every OFFICE and HOME needs it
(or bandy reference.

Prioe, Postpaid, $2.00.

NOTICE.

QRENVILLE M. DONHAM,
PUBLISHER,

390 Congress St., opp. City Building,
χμ&
PORTLAND, MAINE.
III· I.P

WAHTKD.

WORK IS FLORIDA THIS WINTKB.
application· for positions In Plorl<la
during season 190H-W. Fare tx>tb way· to Uto«e
The
accepted. Write to «lay em-loving damp
4i 46
Sp»arborn Co., Jacksonville, Κ la.
We want

T· lïoldcr· of Olfortl f«u»l)
Notice U hire»»* jlren that »·· '«·!·
51 lu 10o, tnrluilve. of th«· out
Ml
lliiu e bond· of Oxford <
called for payment and ans pav·!'"
way NitktMl Bank. M >or»·)'.
Nuvrinlxr βΓ»1, IW.
The tlfty bond· described ai«>»e *
bear tnirrc·! after Notemt-cr 1.l*<"
UKoKt.K M *T*
Treasurer »f i»if
South Perl». Maine. Oct. S. t

TNi

wi™

FOB C8ÏÎÎ*

JSk.

AND AU THROAT AND UIND TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.
■

"·'

·'

Patents

LUNC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery

iMtlf
lit

Nirf

IXPERIENCE

KILLth. COUCH
CURB

I

VCARS*

eo

m»

Bee·»··

Dcsions

....

COPtweHT· Ac.

Anyone iWldlnf · iketeh
qulcklr attain our

rùViûtlon

•n4jJ*e1PiJlLn

κ^MbîbîyeSwisbl*

fr··. >ilit—c mewicf f»r >Ttjnnf j»*1*01*·.,
r*ee«
l'aient· taken Inrtmsb Munn A to.
tbe
rptruii futur. WltboaC charym

moi

Scientific American.

A hand»omely Illustrated weekly.
TOr«»JM
eolation of any «ctanuflc Journal.
ne»»'i<*
Ttar : four month·, 11· Sow by all

NOTICE.

Bryan declared for small appropriaCourt of the United State· for the |
tions and for sympathy with the suf- la the Dlatrict
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
fering farmer. It isn't the size, but In the matter of
)
ALMON L. POLAND,
Ε. W. ( HAVIM.I K,
the purpose and tbe bouest expenditure
J In Bankruptcy,
of Hartford, Bankrupt. )
of appropriations, that counts, and the
To the creditor· of Almon L. Poland, In the |
greater the purchasing and consuming County of Oxford and district aforeaaM :
Notice la hereby given that on the iOth day of I
power of the rest of tbe commonwealth
Oct., A. D. 1906, the Mid Almon L. Poland |
tbe better off Is tbe fanner.
waa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flnt
meeting
meeting of hla creditor· will be held at the offlce
of »ay
I will furnUh DOORS an.l WINDOWS
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Pari·,
"Shall the people rule?" It Is a curl· on the 28th day of Oct., A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock 11m or Style at reasonable price·.
ous outgrowth of democracy that Bry· In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor*
attend, prove their claim*, appoint a
anlsm should mean tbe quintessence of may
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and tranaact
other business aa may properly come bepaternalism. If all tbe Bryan theories such
fore aald meeting.
In»Me 01
—abandoned, present and possible—
If la want of any kind of KlnUh for
South Paris, Oct. 10.1906.
IMne Lum
JuUlde work, Mml In your order·
WALTER L. GRAY.
could be put into practice, tbe United
Cash.
for
Referee In Bankruptcy. jer and Shingle· on band Cheap
States wonld be Russianized.

Builders' Finish I
Also Window & Door Frames.

The greater the prosperity of th·

wage earner tbe more jocund the farmer, whose produce the wage earner

buys.

The Republican party

triad and proved friand of each.

la the

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

ÇlttOM· sod beautifies th· hair. I
I
Promote· a huiuitnl grovth.

Merer Valla to Bsstove Orayl
Hair to lta Toothful Color. I
Cur·· aealp ϋΜΜ a ktir tollag. 1I

DngjS*

Work.
Planing, Sawing and Job
Matched Pine Sheathing fur Sale.

fi. W.
Wm Sonuier,

CHANDLER

